Chicano resource promised

New library includes center
By Maureen Johnson
Plans are in the works to include
a Chicano Resource Center in the
new library to be built at SJSU,
according to President Gail
Fullerton, who met with El Concilio
members Tuesday in Tower Hall to
discuss the project.
El Concilio, an organization
which represents 10 various Chicano
organizations on campus, filed a
request for a Chicano Resource
Center last fall.
However, El Concilio was told
by library officials that present
facilities cannot provide the space
for the 150 volumes El Concilio has
collected to establish the proposed
center.
Fullerton estimated it would be
"approximately two years" until
they will have space to set up in the
new library for the proposed center.
The new library should be able to
open by the fall of 1980, Fullerton
said.
Speaking to approximately 20 El
Concilio members, Fullerton said
the current library is "extremely
limited in terms of space," but that
the new library should be able to
provide a special place for Chicanorelated materials, and an area
where students can study the
materials.
"I don’t see any problem once
we get the new library built,"
Fullerton said, adding that SJSU
should have a "special commitment" to Chicano studies,
particularly because of the
surrounding Chicano community.
Rebecca
Ornelaz,
administrative officer for El Concilio,
said the organization is asking for a
"functional and adequate resource
center" about the Chicano experience.
Fullerton
suggested
that
materials being gathered now for
the center could possible by kept in
"some portion of one of the existing
reading rooms," such as the
Humanities or Education reading
room.
"I don’t know how many books
would have to be moved to do it, but I
don’t see why it couldn’t begin
gathering materials in the space
now."
When asked by Ornelaz when a
committee could be formed to
discuss the details of the project,
Fullerton said it would take
"probably 10 days to two weeks to
put together a good committee."
When asked whether the current
library could establish a special
area in the library for the Chicano
Resource Center, Fullerton said,
"We just don’t have the space, but
we can begin the collection, an
acquisitions program and a good
bibliography, then when we have the
additional space, I see no difficulty
whatsoever."

Fullerton pointed out that the
library already has a Steinbeck
Research Center for special
collections about author John
Steinbeck, who is of local interest. In
a similar way, a Chicano Resource
Center should be of special interest
to the San Jose community, she said.
Fullerton discounted the idea
that establishing a Chicano
Resource Center would suggest that
all other special interest groups
should be able to establish similar
centers. She cited the special need

Reyes Ortega, El Concilio
chairperson said, "Chicanos are
among the largest minority in the
state." Ortega pointed out some of
the problems Chicanos face today,
including the high drop-out rate of
students in school.

Default, delinquency result
in loss of federal aid funds
By Patrick McGreevy
The SJSU National Direct
Student Loan program NDSIA has
lost $400,000 in federal funds ba ca use
of the school’s high rate of student
loan default and delinquency.
Approximately 18,000 SJSU
students have taken out student
loans of up to $500 per semester, at 3
percent simple interest.
The NDSI. budget will go from
this year’s $2.1 million to $1.7
million, the amount SJSU collected
from borrowers this year, for the
1979-80 academic year, according to
a proposed allocations report sent by
HEW to SJSU.
An equal gain, in the Work Study
program, will keep next year’s
Financial Aid budget the same as
this year’s, according to John
Bradbury, associate director of
SJSU’s Financial Aid department.
"It’ll probably mean that some
students will have to take work
study in addition to a loan," Bradbury said, "and the number of
students we can loan to will go
down."
SJSU’s student loan default rate
is 15 percent, 5 percent over HEW’s
acceptable level, according to
Maureen Blackwell, SJSU loan
collection supervisor.
An account is in default when no
payment has been made for 180
days.
"We need additional staff
members to bring the default rate
down to the acceptable level"
Blackwell said. "Proposition 13 is
making that impossible."
The default rate has been
dropping since a revision in the
SJSU loan collection office
procedures two years ago but not to
the satisfaction of Blackwell. The
rate dropped this year, by seven
percent.
"I’m not particulary concerned," Blackwell said. "We’re
constantly improving."
The major reason for loan
defaults is lack of information, she
said.
"When students leave SJSU, we
try to set up an exit interview so that
students will know what the pay
schedule is and understand their
options. But we can’t always contact

Members of SJSU’s sorority Delta Gamma get into fine tune
during a contest to see which of the sororities and fraternities out
of 14 that entered the competition had the most harmonious
tonsils. The groups entertained a crowd in the amphitheater
marking the second event of Greek Week activities.
See related story on Page 6.

within the San Jose community for a
Chicano center to seite the needs of
the surrounding population.
We have a multi -ethnic
population in which we serve,"
Fullerton said.
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the students, so they don’t understand the procedures."
The majority of students who
default on loans have not had an exit
interview, she said.
Another reason students don’t
pay back their loans is that they
can’t afford to.
"Some students get out of school
and discover that they can’t get the
high paying job they planned on,"
Blackwell explained.
"It’s hard to call someone and say
you’re broke and can’t pay back a
loan, so the students just don’t call

"The Chicano Resource Center
is only one issue," Ortega said.
Chicanos will be the "most unprepared minority if we don’t deal
with these particular situations," he
added.
Fullerton stated SJSU was
"very aware of the need" for special
studies for minorities, and pointed
out that SJSU has one of the only
graduate programs for MexicanAmerican Studies in the state
system, in addition to having other
programs such as the Outreach
program which works with high
school students in San Jose.
After the meeting, Ortega said,
"We feel that the meeting was a
very, very significant step in terms
of implementing the Chicano center.
We have received President
Fullerton’s endorsement of a
Chicano center. Dr. Fullerton has
also committed herself to the
establishment of a committee that
will allow us to resolve the details of
the center.
"It should be recognized it took
the unified cooperation of all
Chicano organizations and community to input to make this long,
very old dream a reality," Ortega
said.
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SJSU President Gail Fullerton listens to members of El Concilio
discuss plans for a Chicano Resource Center.
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Citizens ask for rent relief
council establishes task force
By Don Vetter
A major Task Force on Rents
was established Tuesday night by
the San Jose City Council in order to
investigate relief from excessive
rent increases.
The motion was met with
boisterous disapproval from the
overflow audience, of over 1,000
citizens a majority of whom came in
order to support a rent relief ordinance requested by the San Jose
Citizens for Rent Relief.
The proposed ordinance would
have required a freeze on rents for
one year at a level equivalent to that
charged in May of last year.
However, after listening for
more than three hours to speakers in
support of and against the ordinance, the council delayed any
decision on rental rates and approved the establishment of the task
force as proposed by Councilmember Jerry Estruth.
The disappointed crowd chanted
at the council to freeze all rents in
the city for the next six weeks and
responded to the passage of the
motion with shouts of "cop out" and
"setup".
Several individuals also stormed the council dias, demanding a
decision on the ordiance.
The committee will consist of
three councilmembers, Estruth, Iola
Williams and Al Garza, along with
six renter representatives and six
committee members representing
landlords.
Estruth, who is the council
liaison to both the Housing Committee and the Tenant-Landlord
Committee, said he hopes the task
force will "come up with substantial
recommendations that will alleviate
the problem and not just stall tactics."
The committee is due to report
its findings and recommendations to
the council after a six -week period.
One of the proponents of the rent
relief ordinance was SJSU student
Joseph Cook and his wife Judy who
claim that 45 percent of their income
goes toward paying the rent for their
Willow Glen apartment.
A business administration
major, Cook said the council’s
decision was "bullshit."
"I don’t think the council addressed the issue," Cook said. "They
should have frozen all the rents for
the next six weeks."
Cook said he and his fellow
tenants will probably hold a rent
strike at their apartment in order to
protest the increased prices on their
dwellings.
Judy Cook, who addressed the
council, said the rent was raised
from $250 to $285 per month and that
she and her husband were already
having a hard time supporting
themselves while she is working full
time and he is carrying 18 units as
well as a part-time job.

More than 30 rent relief supporters told the council, that they
were being "gouged" out of money
promised when Proposition 13 was
passed and were victims of greedy
landlords.
A majority of the renters were
disabled, senior citizens, single
parents or others on fixed incomes.
Jim Morley, member of the Tr County Apartment Association,
speaking against the rent relief
ordinance, said that such rent
control would discourage housing in
an area that needs more dwelling
units.
Robert Katz, an attorney
representing several landlords, said
that such a control would discourage
banks from loaning money for new
apartments construction.

"Loans on construction are
already in a state of high interest,"
he said, and control would make it
even tighter.
"The banks are going to make
sure they invest money on
something where they are going to
get that money back. Rent control
would create a negative cash flow
where the developer would not get
back the money he put in," Katz
added.
Opponents of the ordinance cited
examples of slums created by rent
control, the rising cost of maintenance and discouragement of
rehabilitation of dwellings.
Les Forsell, describing himself
as a "small property owner," said
that he was not a "gouger.
"I don’t think the council should

cut-off the hands of all," he said,
"due to the abuses of some landlords."
Several of the renters told the
council of rent increases of more
than 75 percent in the past year and
the fact that paying the rent almost
takes half of their paycheck.
Chairman of the San Jose
Citizens for Rent Relief Jose
Vasquez said the group has been in
existence for only three months.
The motion to establish the Task
Force on Rents was approved with
no dissenting votes on the council,
though councilmembers Tom
McEnery and Larry Pegram abstained as they both have interests
in rental property in San Jose.
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Rent relief apparently

not concern of students
"The need is there and the
concern is there," according to
Terry Christensen, SJSU political
science professor. He added,
however, that no one is willing to
organize the students to combat
excessive rent prices.
Last Tuesday night, the San
Jose City Council delayed any
decision on a proposed rent relief
ordinance, forming a task force that
would look into San Jose renters’
problems after hearing the pros and
cons of the proposal.
Of the more than 30 speakers in
favor of the ordinance proposed by
the San Jose Citizens for Rent

Relief, only two students from SJSU
spoke about the problems they have
with exccessive rents.
According to councilmember
Jerry Estruth, students represent a
group along with the handicapped,
elderly and single parents who must
find a suitable place to live on a fixed
income.
Christensen, along with Jim
Beall, vice chairman of the City
Planning Commission and 1974 SJSU
graduate, said it was unfortunate
the A.S. government could not have
been involved in this issue.
"I think that representatives for

the students should have been down
here," Beall said."This is a major
cause and I think students should
make a major issue out of it."
Beall said that one of the
problems
facing
student
organization for rent relief is that
most students are peoccupied with
their studies or don’t plan to live in
the area once they are out of school.
Beall, who was student housing
director for two and one-half years
at SJSU, said the rent task force
must come out with a strong ordinance that would agree with both
sides, or else they will be met with a
lot of opposition.
(Continued on Page 31
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Fiendish fun for fools

Game’s secrets sought
By Norman Gotwetter
The GAME.
It’s played by everyone several
times in their lives; when they lose,
some get suicidal and when they
win, some get suicidal.
What is it? Why, the oldest, most
fiendish one ever devised by
whatever entity created man loops,
persons).
It is the role of male-female
relationships.
We are all trapped by this
GAME, the rules of which are set in

Norman Gotwetter is a
Spartan Daily reporter

stone, which nevertheless doesn’t
stop them from being changed daily.
What I’d like to know, for instance, is why in the hell it is that
whoever created the male animal
I I’ll get to the female in a moment)
also gave him the persistent dry
mouth, nervous stomach, frayed
nerves and stuttering speech which
surfaces only and solely when he
does one thing in life: ask a girl out.

... AND DOnir LEAVE HOME Wrivoar WIM ./

Advance Registration

Take chance on luck
By Dan Miller
"Advance Registration" is a
strategy game in which students
must use lots of skill and luck just to
survive.
Game materials include a set of
game instructions and a tentative
schedule game sheet.
The game instructions nine easy
to follow directions which the
student must follow.
First, the player must purchase
a Fall 1979 Schedule of Classes and a
No. 2 pencil from the student
bookstore or the starting point.
Second, using the Schedule of
Classes and the "appropriate" SJSU
Course Catalog ( also available at
the Spartan Bookstore, prepare a
tentative schedule on the game
sheet.
Third, make an appointment
with an adviser ( also included in the
Dim Miller is a
Spartan Daily editor

game.
Once the schedule is approved,
:fill in the game sheet with the No. 2
:pencil and then turn it into the
judges.
Next, if the player is still alive in
the game, players will receive a fee
payment card in the mail.
The tentative scheule game
sheet is complete with a scorepad on
which players record their schedule
code number, course number,
section, units and room numbers.
There is a second set of instructions and a 24-hour clock which
is used as a spinner.
Like most of the great table
games, "Advance Resgistration"
has its share of hazards players
must be aware of.
One trap most students fall into
is TIME CONFLICT. This disaster
occurs when the player selects a
class and spins the needle on the 24 hour clock.
When the needle lands on the
same time zone for more than one of
the player’s classes, then there is
TIME CONFLICT.
Usually, TIME CONFLICT
occurs because five classes the
student needs to take next semester
are only offered at one time and it’s

at the same time.
According to the instructions,
however,
TIME CONFLICTS
usually are self ’scheduled.
Deadlines are also traps in the
game and can be deadly, hence the
title deadlines.
The first deadline is May 18
that’s when the completed form
must be turned into the adviser.

This is spoken in the same tone
of voice ususally reserved for "Read
any good books lately?"
I mean, women complain that
men don’t "know what it’s like."
Perhaps, but at least they don’t
have to go through the sweats that
come with doing the chasing.
All they have to do is sit back
and wait to be chased.
And then, to make things worse,
where is this sinister feeling that the

A few years ago, a friend of
mine, wise beyond his years, told me
in the agony of someone who’s been
there, that the worst thing, the
absolute genocide of male-female
relationships is when the girl says,
"But I just want to befriends."
As if to prove the validity of his
point, he then proceeded to slump
down and wilt before my eyes.
There is this feeling that by
being born a female, you are
automatically endowed with the
SECRET, loosely defined as being
the knowledge of how to drive any
guy to an early grave in such a way
that he’s smiling while the dirt’s

The policy of the Spartan
Daily regarding letters and
material submitted from individuals or organizations outside of the Spartan Daily staff is
as follows:
Letters
Letters should be submitted
at the Daily office (JC 208
between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m.
weekdays, or by mail to the
Forum Page, do the Spartan
Daily, San Jose State University,
125 S. Seventh St., San Jose, CA
95192.
All letters must include the
writer’s signature, major, class
standing, address and telephone
number. Only the name, major
and class standing will be
printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style,
invasion of privacy and libel.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to limit the number of
letters on a given topic after a
sufficient amount of comment
has appeared.
Forum
The intent of the Spartan
Daily Forum page is to present a
variety of viewpoints on issues
affecting the university community.
Comments,

columns

editorials will discuss local,
state, national and international
affairs.
Editorials
reflect the
position of the Daily. Opinion
columns express the views of the
writer or organization and will
appear with a by-line attributing
the article accordingly.
The Daily encourages
reader comments regarding
editorials, opinionsor news
stories,

Releases should be submitted as early as possible to the
City Editor at the Spartan Daily
office or by mail. The sooner the
release is received, the better
coverage the topic may receive.
All releases should include a
telephone number that can be
called in case further information
is needed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to limit, rewrite and edit
press releases for length, style,
invasion of privacy or libel.

being shoveled on top of him.
I Don’t read down further in
hopes of finding out the SECRET. If
I knew what it was, do you think I’d
waste time running it in the Daily?)
The problem is that for all their
lives, guys will give anything to find
out what it is, all the time hearing
from the women that it is they who
do not understand men.
I keep thinking that when Adam
gave a up a rib to create Eve, the
pain he received in his side never
went away, and is being suffered by
men everywhere.
The problem, however, is that
it’s the only pain in town, although a
random sampling of men would
surely find some who would say the
pain didn’t stay in the side, but
moved a little lower.
Just when you think you have
women figured out, just when you
have it logically deduced, you try to
test your theorius.
And if what happens then isn’t
capital punishment, I don’t know
what

Bottle bill benefits
business, beaches
By Ethan Winston
All too many times in this
throwaway society called America
something is used once and then
discarded.
The ever-present beverage
container is a perfect example.
Ethan Winston is a
Spartan Daily reporter

The bottling industry, with a
few exceptions, has eagerly endorsed the fostered the throwaway,
disposable ethic. And why not? They
make a profit on every bottle and
can sold, as well as the contents.
Unfortunately, the industry is
not willing to accept responsibility
for the problems created by its
disposable, throwaway containers.
Natural resources and energy
are wasted as new containers are

Daily policy
Announcements of meeting
times, displays and other minor,,
releases should be submitted at
the Daily office in the Spartaguide box located against the
west wall of the office.
General News
The Spartan
Daily
welcomes ideas for news stories
from all campus personnel.
Departments can call the Daily
at 277-3181 to report any policy
changes or achievements by
professors and students,

made for each 12-ounce serving of
someone’s favorite beverage.
These throwaways are filling up
the dumps of California, 5 to 7
percent of all garbage in this state is
throwaway beverage containers.
Throwaways have regionalized
the bottling industry: meaning local
bottlers have gone out of business.
Ever increasing amounts of tax
dollars are spend for litter pickup
along beaches, parks and highways.
Instead of acknowledging these
problems the industry asks us to
"pitch in" and "dispose of properly"
all their throwaway containers.
Despite the pleas "to dispose of
properly" printed on the cans and
bottles, only about a third of the
aluminum cans are recycled on a
national level.
A few communities, San Diego is
a good example, after years of
federal
education
program,
financed by taxpayers and industry
programs, financed by consumers,
have raised the recycling rate to
almost 50 percent.
Our neighbors to the north in
Oregon have taken a more positive
step of banning the throwaway
bottle and can. Instead, every
beverage container has a refundable
deposit.
Instead of the 50 percent
recycling rate found in communities
with expensive educational
programs, the aluminum can in
Oregon is recycled at a rate of more
than 90 percent.
Oregon is much cleaner. Its
highways and parks should serve as
a model to California’s counterparts.
In California everyone pays for
litter pickup, through tax dollars.
In Oregon the people that litter
are punished because they lose their
deposit and at the same time leave
something worth money for others to
pick up.
Little "Mom and Pop" stores
benefit from a bottle bill because
people tend to take back bottles and
cans to neighborhood stores and not
the far away "convenience"
shopping centers.
There is a bottle bill introduced
in the state legislature right now;
S.B.4, authored by Omer Rains, DVentura .
The bottle bill isn’t as
glamourous as the "save the
whales" campaign or a lot of other
trendy environmental movements
but it is important.
Californians need to get together
and do something about the
throwaway bottle and throwaway
ethnic that is so prevalant in this
state.
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Fee Payment cards should be
mailed out by July 27. Failure to pay
fees by August 10 means, Oh My
God!, re -enrolling in WALKTHROUGH REGISTRATION.
WALK-THROUGH REGISTRATION is similar to going to hell in
the game of "Life," rejection in the
game of "LOVE" and losing a PT
boat in the game "Battleship." Only
worse.

I mean, this guy could win
awards for public speaking, could
have made Winston Churchill green
with envy on his brilliant handling of
the English language, yet when it
comes down to brass tacks, why, oh
why, God, must this poor slob put his
ego on the chopping block while
being further burdened by the above
stated maladies only to be given the
response, "Sorry, I have other
plans."

woman must knows what the hell
you’re going through, and never,
never interrupts to say something
like, "Sure I’ll go out with you,"
thereby giving the guy the
desperately needed time to get his
heart started beating again and to
stop gripping he phone with enough
force to crush it.
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The Spartan Daily welcomes
letters from readres expressing
Individual viewpoints.
Letters should be typed, triple-spaced and must include the
writer’s major, class standing,
address, telephone number and
signature.
Only the name, major and
class standing will be printed.
The Spartan Daily reserves
the right to edit for length, style
or libel.
Letters should be submitted
at The Daily Office 1.1C 2081 between 9 a.m. and 5 p.m. weekdays, or by mail to the Forum
Page, c/o the Spartan Daily, San
Jose State University, 125 S.
Seventh St., San Jose, 95192.
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Saratoga mountain lodge will
become modern youth hostel
By James P. Wagner
The old house has
fallen on hard times, but
Carroll,
for
Sylvia
treasurer of American
Youth Hostels Inc., IAYHI
it is an opportunity to
preserve a relic from a
quieter time.
The Welch-hurst log
house in Sanborn Park
above Saratoga still reigns
over its mountain location.
Although the house shows
signs of neglect, it still
maintains an air of rustic
grandeur, an outpost from
another age in the foothills
of the Santa Cruz mountains.
Restoration of the

house is underway by AYH
which plans to add Welchhurst to its worldwide
aggregation of inexpensive
inns for travellers, known
as "hostels."
The rambling twostory log mansion bears no
resemblance
to the
stereotypic log house. Built
in 1908 as a hunting lodge,
the house seems to have
grown on its mountainside
site, as if it were rooted in
the earth.
"I think what makes
this historically important
is that as early as 1908
someone was really
thinking of a building
blending in with the en -

vironment," Carroll said.
However, Carroll said
the house’s historical
importance has been
ignored by both the county,
which owns the property in
Sanborn Park, and by those
who litter the place with
beer cans and liquor bottles.
The house was fated to
fall to county bulldozers
intil AYH volunteered to
spend the $100,000 to
restore the building and
convert it into a hostel.
And according to
Carroll, the secluded
mountain site has been a
favorite party place for
years.

New youth hostel

"I would say that the
biggest problem we have
here is that people come up
here with their booze,"
Carroll said. "Besides
hiking, that seems to be the
principal activity."
Carroll said AYH pays
the county $1 a month to
rent the house. This
meager
amount
will
decrease to $1 a year when
the extensive repairs are
completed.
"Someone might think
the county is giving it to
us," Carroll said. "But,
when you consider that we
are making all the repairs
at no cost to the county and
making
the
building
available to the public, it’s
really no gift at all."
The structure of the
house is built from redwood
logs, split lengthwise. Two
gazebos flank the house
and bay windows date the
house as a true architectural antique.
The solid six-bedroom
house is floored with maple
and paneled with a variety
of hardwoods. The openbeam living room has a
redwood staircase with a
natural-manzanita banister leading to two small and
bright bedrooms.
Dominating the large
dining room is a rosewood
china hutch cut so thick
that visitors can almost
feel its gravity.
A large kitchen will be
well suited to cooking for a
crowd when repairs are
completed, Carroll said.
Upstairs are more
bedrooms,
showing
evidence of the transients
who have occupied the
house at various times in
the past.
The house was cooler
than Granny’s basement
compared to the warm day
outside, indicating the
solidity of the house.
However, Carroll said the
years of disuse and abuse
have left the house badly in
need of repair.
"It does need a lot of
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Welch-hurst log house
work," Carroll said. "It’s
estimated between $100,000
and $300,000. We’re hoping
to keep it down."
Among the items on the
repair agenda Carroll
listed are a fire-proof roof,
requested by the county,
and earthquake proofing in
the form of an elaborate
steel reinforcing structure
in the walls and ceiling.
These
extensive
repairs must be completed
by licensed contractors.
However, much of the work
on the house will be done by
skilled and unskilled
volunteers, Carroll said.
"Obviously, you can
see we’ve got a lot of
painting and sanding, but
that’s easily done by
volunteers," Carroll said.
"There’s a lot of work
that’s just plain work, like
cleaning and painting, and
there’s a lot of yard out
there to maintain.
The yard is an expansive example of the
landscapers art which has
been overgrown through
years of neglect.
"There are a lot of wild

flowers up here now," said
Carroll, indicating the flora
surrounding the house. "Of
course, you can see the
madrone,
manzanita,
redwood,
laurel
and
acacia. We haven’t seen
the leaves on some of the
trees yet, so we don’t know
what they’re gong to be."
The grounds are dotted
with odd relics of the
house’s colorful past. A
ramshackle garage adjacent to the house is built
from rough-hewn boards,
the only example of its
primitive architecture in
the valley.
In a redwood grove in
front of the house is an open
barbecue with a spit
powered by a waterwheel.
And, an ancient iron
wate which once heralded
visitors onto the grounds
now sags rusty into the
kilts growing helot:. Ch.
house.
When repairs are
completed for the hostel’s
opening on July 4, 1979, the
house will accommodate
up to 38 "hostelers," as
Carroll refers to those who

restoration and maintenance of the house will be
done through the work of
by
and
volunteers
donations, Carroll spends
much of her time finding
necessities: things like
bunk beds and other furtniture items, people to man
work crews and money to
help finance the operation.
All donations are tax
deductable, Carroll said.
So, the historic house
that fell on hard times is
being brought back by the
volunteers of AYH.
"It’s pretty exciting to
think you’re doing
something good," Carroll
said. "And, to come up
here, it feels like you’re a
thousand miles away from
civilization, and crowds,
and smog. It’s peaceful."

visit hostels.
explained,
Carroll
"Hostels are intended for
travellers or vacationers.
They are not residences."
Ordinarily, AYH limits
a stay to three consecutive
nights. The cost of a stay at
a hostel is $3 a night for
nonFor
members.
members, the cost is $5 for
the first night and $3 for the
remaining two, Carroll
said.
"It’s not a home for
runaways either," Carroll
said, dispelling one myth
she frequently encounters
about hostels.
From Welch-hurst,
hikers will be within close
proximity to Big Basin and
Castle Rock parks, Carroll
said.
Since the most of
A.5.5A
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Few hear librarian’s rescue tips
By La Rosa Carrington
Luella Hemingway, an
SJSU social science
reference librarian, introduced
various
references available on
Afro-American Studies
Tuesday despite an almost
no-show of students.
Hemingway
began
with comments concerning
the lack of students present
at the lecture held at 2:30
p.m. in Library Central,
room 306.

this one."

"Students complain all
the time about not being
able to find the books they
need," she said, "but then
they don’t follow up on
what to do about it."

In caning out her
plans, Hemingway offered
some suggestions on how to
begin research.

Hemingway
also
recalled "several steps"
she had taken to announce
the lecture which was part
of a series of Library
Subject Lectures for Spring
Semester 1979. "I feel that
everyone should know how
to use the libraries such as

"This is a big
building... in starting
research in Afro-American
Studies, you should begin in
the social science roomlocated on the second floor
central." SJSU’s main
Author-Title and Subject
catalogues are on this
floor.

Rent control involvement
of students practically nil
(Continued from Page 11
One SJSU student who
did speak out for rent
control was BSU member
Octavia Coleman. She
indicated student apathy
was one problem facing a
strong coalition of students
for rent relief.
"Getting the students
to support rent control
would get them out of the
apathetic rut they’re in,"
Coleman said. "We try to
help the system through
our knowledge, but we
don’t get anything in
return."
In addressing the
council, Coleman said that
during a recent visit to the
campus by councilmember
Al Garza the only issue

discussed was downtown
redeveloment.
She said downtown is
not what the students
wanted to hear about and it
would be "ideal" if the
council could have a press
campus
conference on
discussing rent relief.
Jose
Vasquez,
chairman of San Jose
Citizens for Rent Relief,
said that few students have
contributed to the
organization’s activities.
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June Graduates for

"If you have a subject
in mind without the author
check the subject files,"
Hemingway advised.
For students who
cannot find a particular
subject in the subjects
catalogue, the lirbarian
suggested the use of a
special reference, the
"Library of Congress List
of Subject Headings."
-This book is right in
front of the subjects
catalogue," she said,
holding up a copy of the red
text. "It alphabetically
lists almost any subject
you can think of."

Sherry
However,
Brown, a business administration freshman,
"We do have two or
said she was unsuccessful
three people who are
last semester at finding the
students," he said, "and
materials she needed for a
they do contribute a lot of
term paper in a Afroleg work we really need.
American Studies course.
"One of our big
"I gave up after
problems with students is looking through a list of
letting them know that we eight to 10 books," she said,
do exist," Vasquez said.
"You just can’t find them

on the shelves. I ended up
doing my paper using a
Reader’s Digest and some
other books I found at
home."
When this happens,
Hemingway said students
should check another
reference book called
"Books in Print." The
author’s names are listed
alphabetically, and it
shows all the books written
by them, even reprints, she
said. "This means if we
don’t have them somebody
else does and we can
usually get them for you."
After explaining how
how to read index cards,
Hemingway pointed out
how to obtain information
about Afro-American
Subjects.
"The most current
information can be found in
periodical articles," she
said. "Articles appearing
in the last six months can
be found on the first floor’s
Periodical Room."
But, she said, there are
two periodical indexes

devoted solely to AfroAmericans: "Index to
Periodical Articles By and
About
Negros,"
and
"Negro In Print."
"Unfortunately there’s
not much consistency in
these indexes," she said.
"If you’re looking for
blacks, they may say ’see
Negro.’"Hemingway said,
however, these indexes do
list titles, pages, author’s
names and other vital
information.

FRIDAY, APRIL 20, 8:15 P.M.
MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

Call
GLOBE PRINTING
295.6911
or visit our plant at
1445 So 1st. San Jose
Mr Williams or
Mr Anderson

Cello Variation I
Cello Variation II

WUORINEN

"If you want old information - the New York
Times is probably the best
newspaper to use," she
added.

Des pas our laniege
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DEBUSSY

Sonata for Cello & Piano

ELLIOTT CARTER

Hemingway further
explained other resources
references. She concluded
that the reference
librarians are also good
resources,

Tickets: 5100 students, $5.00 general public
SJSU Student Union (A.S. Business Office),
San lose Bon Office, BASS outlets
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chain in the world today, contact your Placement Office today for
an interview with K -Mart Apparel Corp. They will be on campus to
recruit Monday, April 23.
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arts and entertainment
Ladder of creativity
never ends for flautist

Starr deems concentration key to success
By Darcy Asvitt
"Music has to live. It is
like a person. Music is
feelings. It’s sensuous,
something you can feel,"
said Isabelle Chapuis
Starr, considered by critics
as one of the finest flautists
now before the public.

sonalities of all my
students and try to relate to
them as a friend who went
through the same problems
they are going through,"
she said.

Starr, who uses her
maiden name Chapuis for
performances, said that
people play like their
personality.

"I’d like to not only
teach the flute, but awaken
the personality in each
player so a kind of feeling
excitementcomes out. It’s
very challenging and I get
’ very involved in my
students’ lives."

’hove teaching,’
says flautist
Isabelle Starr

If someone has a very
dull personality, how can
they play lively, happy
music?"

Believing it is important to begin studying
the flute at an early age,
Starr contends that some
have to work harder to
achieve the same success
other might not have to
work as hard for.

The musician must
bring sentiment to the
music they are reflecting,
according to Starr, SJSU
instructor of flute.

"Some people are born
with an ability to be great
and other are not," she
said.

Born in Dijon, France,
Starr began her studies in
flute at age 14 after unsuccessful attempts at the
piano.
She had always
and loved the music
flute and when she
was told she was
talented and should
Paris to study.
She studied

heard
of the
began
very
go to
with

photo by Shannon Le

Gaston Crunelle (who was
Professor of Flute at the
Conservatoire National de
Musique in Paris for 30
years( and later studied
with Jean-Pierre Rampal,

and entered the Conservatory in Versailles.
Since then, Starr has
traveled
throughout
Europe, Canada and the
United States as a soloist.

Starr claims that
concentration is the key to
success when playing.
"You need tremendous
concentration to make the
music speak. Happy music

should sound happy. You
need to concentrate on the
music you’re playing and
on your fingers, breathing
and eyes, otherwise you’ll
make mistakes."

Starr is currently
teaching 15 advanced
students along with giving
concerts.
"I love teaching. I’m
interested in the per-

Guitarist brings rock back
to ’cro-magnon’ era
Campus
Maurice Kenny, poet, will read his works 3:30 p.m.
today in room 100 of the Home Economics Building.
"No Moves Back" 8 tonight in the University Theatre.
Tickets: $1.50 students/$3 general.
Greek Talent Show
Auditorium.

7 tonight in Morris Dailey

Cellist Fred Sherry will perform a recital at 8:15 p.m.
tomorrow in Morris Dailey Auditorium. Tickets: $3
students/$5 general.
Grateful Dead, Charlie Daniels Band and Greg Kihn
Band 10 a.m. Sunday at Spartan Stadium. Tickets: $12.50
adv./$15 day of show.
Soprano Diane Moore in a recital 4 p.m. Sunday at the
San Jose Museum of Art. Free.
Local
Blues Pianist Mark Nattalin in an evening of solo
piano highlighting his blend of urban and country blues
tomorrow night at the Kuurnbwa Jazz Center, Santa Cruz.
Camera One: The Magnificient Andersons and Citizen
Kane, tonight and tomorrow at 7 :15 p.m. $2.50 students.
Bodega, Campbell:
Skycreek,
Saturday. Call 374-4000 for prices.

tomorrow

and

Flapper McGee’s, San Jose: Bandana, tomorrow and
Saturday. Cali 998-0616 for times and prices.
Mountain Charley’s Saloon, Los Gatos: Chanter,
tomorrow; Shagbark, Saturday. Call 354-2510 for times.
Smokey Mountain, Campbell: The Del Pompadours,
tomorrow; Ball Taylor Band, Saturday. Call 866-8288 for
times.
Earl Scruggs Review with Monte Monteith 8 p.m.
Friday at the Center for Performing Arts. Tickets: $10
and $8.50.
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THUR - FRI
2 Orson Welles
Classics on
The Big Screen

THE
MAGNIFICENT
AMBERSONS

By Steve Carp
The blues are back and
George has got them!
Yes folks, real -life
blues has returned to the
rock scene, thanks to a
three-man band from
"George
Delaware,

Presentation
of excellence
award today
The 65th awards for the
Dr. Dorothy Daucher
Contest for Excellence in
Oral Interpretation will be
given out at the final
ceremonies at 3:30 p.m.
today in the University
Theatre.
The five finalists for
the award will perform
various selections and the
winner of the $50 award
will be determined by a
panel of judges.
According to Noreen
Labarge Mitchell, coordinator of the contest, this
is the first time in her
memory that all of the
finalists are thrater arts
majors.
The award will be
presented by Hal J. Todd,
chairman of the Theatre
Arts department at SJSU.
Master of ceremonies will
be Peter Hadres, winner of
the Fall 1978 award.

9: 1 0

Concert
review
with his renditions of the
old blues mixed in with
some excellent slide guitar
work.
Thorogood entertained
a sell-out crowd at UCBerkeley’s
Zellerbach
Auditorium last Tuesday
with an 80-minute set that
had the fans on their feet
most of the show.
Thorogood will return
to the Bay Area twice more
this week. Tonight, the
Destroyers will be at
Bimbo’s in San Francisco
and on Saturday, they head
down the peninsula to the
Keystone in Palo Alto.
Both shows are sure to sell
out if they haven’t already.
The Destroyers have
cut two albums thus far,
both for Rounder Records,
a small bluegrass label in
Massachusetts. None of the

material on either album
are original lyrically but
inThorogood’s
terpretations of the songs
are simply awesome and
definitely original.
He was in good voice
and the Dr r,troyers were
tight as they rocked away
and sent the crowd into a
dancing frenzy. Most of the
selections were familiar to
the
Thorogood
fans.
Starting out with the more
popular ’ cuts including
"Who Do You Love?" and
"One Bourbon, One Scotch,
One Beer," the tone was
set. It was going to be
boogieing in the aisles for
this show.
The other two members of the band, Jeff
Simon on drums and Billy
Blough on the bass, seem to
George
complement
perfectly. Not only was the
band tight, they were
enjoying themselves,
something you don’t see too
often these days.
As
mentioned,
Thorogood is one of the
better slide guitar players
around. During "The Sky is
Crying," an Elmore James
original, George broke off
some fine riffs in a sixminute solo with the slide.

Other cuts were
"Cocaine Blues" originally
done by Johnny Cash, Hank
Williams’ "Move it on
Over" and Chuck Berry’s
"It Wasn’t Me". Thorogood
mixed in some flashy
footwork onstage that was
reminiscent of Berry,
Buddy Holly and Jerry Lee
Lewis, which went over
real nice.
Opening for George in
Berkeley was the Tom
McFarland Band, which
got into the heavier side of
the blues. They were joined
later on by a blues legend,
Big Joe Turner, who did a
half-dozen numbers, including "Flip, Flop and
Fly," "Shake, Rattle and
Roll"
and
"Corrina,
Corrina".

At first she didn’t like
the piece because of its
lack of lines or feeling.
"The piece explores all
possibilities that the flute
can do, but not so much the
feelings in music a,’d I had
to work that much harder
to make it sound interesting and give it human
feeling," said Starr.
Although very critical
of herself, Starr was
satisfied with the way it

kinko’s copies

3 1/4
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After viewing this
show, one conclusion can
be drawn: the blues are
definitely back; thanks to
George Thorogood and the
Destroyers.
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Thorogood and the
Destroyers."
In an age where you
have to be original to make
it, Thorogood brings rock
back to its cro-magnon era

Usually
disliking
modern music that doesn’t
have feeling or meaning,
Starr recently gave a
concert where she played a
contemporary
piece,
Berio’s "Sequenze."

turned out.
"I ended up loving the
piece and was surprised it
had this effect on me."
Her husband, Mark
Starr, an American conductor, is her best critic
and best supporter, according to Starr.
"I do the same for
him," she smiles. "There is
no rivalry between us
although we are both active
musicians."
Describing herself as
family oriented, Starr said
she prefers living in the
relaxed atmosphere of
America, but misses her
family who resides in
France.
"I go back to France
about twice a year to see
my family" she said.
Having
already
achieved highly acclaimed
success, Starr’s goal is to
simply "get better and
better."
"You never arrive at
the top in music. There is
so much one can do; the
ladder never ends. If you
do reach an end, so does
your creativity."

let’s l.ouedance Tonight

Your MC at the Disco Machine
Katarous Watts
Dance, Dance, Dance in the Ballroom
lounge in the Student Union

Disco Dance Contest $200 Cosh
$100 First Prize
Door Prices from CBS DiscoRecords

SATURDAY NIGHT

APRIL 21, at 9pm
San lose State Student Union Ballroom

TICKETS: Students 55.50 , General $6.50
One Dollar more at the door
BASS, San lose Box Office , The Music Shack
AS. Business Office I 2nd floor Student Union I Star Records
int more infnrmatinn Call 271 2728
277- 2807
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Cults give people ’safe space,’
SJSU professor tells group
By Carla Baker
What are cults? Why
are people attracted to
them? What caused approximately 900 people to
take their lives in Guyana?
In the first part of a
two-evening discussion
titled, "Cults: Nirvana or
Nightmare," sponsored by
the residencce halls on
Tuesday evening, two
SJSU profesors gave an
overview of what the term
cult means and why people
are attracted to them.

said a cult becomes occult
when their seems to be a
hidden agenda.
He said a hidden
agenda was when the lines
of communication weren’t
open, when the leaders
were the ones who controlled the information to
go out to the other members of the cult.
Miles’ definition of a
cult was any organization

and one would be thrown
out of the group.
According to Miles,
smoking marijuana could,
in a sense, be like a cult.
When a group wants to
smoke marijuana their
behavior becomes charged
up. When a person does not
join the group, the others
may discount the person as
a human being if they have
pressured that person.
Miles said people who

are thinking of joining a
cult should look at the
structure
of
the
organization and not make
any commitments to it
until they find out what the
flow of inforntition is like.
Miles ended saying
people like to belong to
something, but if a particular organization applys
pressure, that organization
may not be the answer to
their finding hasppiness.
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A cult, according to Dr.
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He said because of the
’pressures college students
face they are vunerable to
cults.

Complete.

Members of a cult who
are brightly smiling at
k times seem to be the people
"who have the answers to
!problems, he said.

Dr. Richard Miles,
Health Science instructor,
whose lecture was titled:
"From Cult to Occult,"
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Convenient.

He said people are
attracted to cults to get
away from problems and
cults usually influence
people when they are
depressed.

He said in relationships, people give others
the power to control them
to a certain extent,

I

With coupon only

"Various organizations
give us an opportunity to
get away from the world
and the problems of the
world," Keady said.

One factor which cults
play upon, according to
Keady,
is
antiintellectualism and the
,dea that it’s wrong for one
to think for themselves.

SLIDES

EACH

MOVIE AND SLIDE
PROCESSING

Keady said as a monk
he was dedicated to study,
prayer, manual labor and
contemplation, and in a
sense became serparated
from the world.

Keady said Guyana
was an example of this, and
something more was going
on when cult members
would kill themselves and
their families at the
command of their leaders.
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Keady, who was once a
Catholic monk, said to
some extent the Catholic
Church could be termed a
cult. He gave an example
of a high mass which involves ceremonial dress
and ritual.

’
Keady said he had
. several experiences with
the Unification Church
,since 1974 and thought at
these meetings something
’more was going on than he
was aware of, but as far as
.he was concerned he
couldn’t prove anything
, was morally wrong.
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Dr. Richard Keady
of worship, belief, and
ritual which shades the self
image and worth of a
person.
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People are attracted to
cults when they don’t have
a "safe space," somewhere
a person can relax and
doesn’t always have to
defend himself.
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He gave an example of
being able to release
tensions with family and
friends.
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when the person is not selfsufficient and the weight of
problems can drag a
person down.
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SQUAW VALLEY AALPINE MEADOVVy

267-5050

10% OFF ALL RETAIL PRODUCTS

Cults use what he
terms "inclusion-exclusion." He said "inclusion exclusion" is the principle
that operates on the idea
that you belive you’re
O.K. if not there is
something wrong with you

Squaw Valley and Alpine Meadows. with a
little help from Mother Nature, present the
Endless Winter
On most days. the bright High Sierra sun will
warm you as you move effortlessly through the
"corn snow- If you’ve never skied "corn snow:’
you’re in for a treat, because the combination of
nighttime cold and warm sun creates a skiing
surface you literally glide over
Not only is the sun warmer. it stays out longer
giving you more time on the slopes You can ski
longer, dress more comfortably. enjoy the
convenience of shorter lift lines and the fi:redom
of uncrowded runs
Try super spring skiing at Squaw or Alpine

1572 Meridian Ave.
(near Hamilton)
Corner of Hamilton, Convenient to 280 Frwy and 17 frwy

Mention our ad and get
20% OFF ALL SERVICES

"If you see the
universe as an adversary
you need a safe space,"
Miles said. "You need an
extra something that let’s
you know you’re O.K."

Ski season
.itsisat over,

PHOTO DRIVE-UP LAB

op, FILM
DEVELOPING

14411111.11

none

1.1
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Greek Week festivities bring
spirit of an
to SJSU
A "scavenger hunt"
Monday marked the
beginning of Greek Week
ctiv ities at SJSU.
Sponsored by the
national sorority and
councils,
fraternity
Panhellenic and Interraternity Council, the
purpose of the week is to
open up to the campus the
and
ideas
activities,
philosophies of the Greek
system.
Monday’s scavenger
hunt was actually a race
between the various houses
to see which could best
publicize the week’s events
ii the two-hour time period
allowed. Phi Delta Theta
fraternity obtained the
highest number of points in
the first event.
A singing competition
in the S.U. Amphitheater
started Tuesday’s race for
points. The houses were
judged on presentation,
harmony and group
cohesiveness by a panel of
judges consisting of Phyllis
Simpkins, president of the
alumni association; Bob
Martin, dean of student
Janice
services;
Masterman, secretary of
the Student Union;
Maryanne Ryan, A.S.
Ron
and
president;
Barrett. director of the
Student Union.
Fourteen of the Greek
Houses participated in
Tuesday’s sing. First -place
award for fraternities went
to Phi Delta Theta. Second
place was taken by Sigma
Nu and Pi Kappa Alpha
captured third.
For the sororities, Chi
Omega won first place
honors, second place went
to Kappa Delta and third to
Delta Zeta.
The houses were
required to sing a
:naximum of three songs
with as many members
participating as possible.

Channel 11 arrived at
1:45 p.m. to film the
singing competition for its
Saturday evening show,
Livewire. Reporter Laura
Graf will be presenting the
changing roles, or "reand
emergence
popularity" of Greek life on
college campuses.
During the singing
competiton, the Greeks
were enthusiastic and
encouraging one another.
Ryan said, "It was funit’s
good to see that many
students involved in one
thing."
Asked about his
fraternity affiliation, Bob
Martin declined to reveal
it, saying with a smile, it
was a big secret and he
wouldn’t tell anybody.
After taking first place
in the singing competition,
Rod Hoagland, Phi Delta
Theta president said
simply, "I knew we could
do it."
The day’s events also
included a Panhellenic
sponsored barbecue at the
Seventh Street pits for
SHARE children and their
tutors from Evergreen
Valley College, San Jose
City College and SJSU.

with
began
petitions
tournament games in the
Union.
Student
Backgammon, chess, ping
pong, pool and foos ball
games were opened up for
Greek
members and
campus gamesters in an
effort to orient the students
into an understanding of
what the Greek system is
about.
The highlights of the
day were to be found in the
Art Quad where a school
survival game was held for
all interested students.
Jo
Ella
Ombudsman
Hannah presided over the
ins and outs of the
university system.
Also on Wednesday,
Greeks converged on the
ROTC field for a rousing

three hours of team
competition in beer keg
throws, beer mug throws
and an egg ’n spoon relay
race by the sororities
around the campus.
fraternities
The
competed for first place in
a mattress relay race.
Winners were not known at
press time.
At mid-week in the
campus-wide efforts to
expose the Greek system to
the rest of the campus, the
spirits among Greek
members was high. Many
of them expressed excitement and hope that
more students would begin
to understand what many
"snob
the
term
organization."

Delta Gamma singers

Dishonesty increases at colleges
BERKELEY AP)
Cheating, theft and other
forms of dishonesty are
risin
on American
university and college
campuses, the Carnegie
Council on Policy Studies in
Higher Education reported
yesterday.

deterioration of important
parts of academic life," the
report said, scoring "most
institutions of higher
education, to a small or
large degree, for these
destructive aspects" of
higher education.

Voelkel,
Sharene
SHARE representative,
said the purpose of the
barbecue was "to provide
positive experience for kids
who don’t have a lot of
positive experiences" in
their lives. She added that
the barbecue was a success.

The report also included in that criticism
improprieties by the institutions
themselves,
including award of credits
for insufficient academic
work, and "inflated and
misleading advertising" in
the hunt for students.

academic
On
dishonesty, the report said:
"This ranges from
cheating to theft and
destruction of library
materials. With regard to
cheating, 8.8 percent of
undergraduates report that
some forms of cheating are
necessary to get the grades
they want."

Following Tuesday’s
events, Graf filmed interviews with various
members of the Greek
system at the Alpha Phi
sorority house on 10th
Street.
Wednesday’s
com-

The 86-page report was
the subject today of
discussions in Washington
at the annual meeting of
the American Association
of Higher Education.
"We are concerned.
We see certain signs of

The figure, said the
report, an activity of the
Carnegie Foundation for
the
Advancement
of
Teaching, is an increase of
1.3 percentage points since
1969.
The report found that

TEST 72. CIA Y
kb PEEKII0C,
PLEASE

theft and mutilation of
library materials at college
and university libraries "is
a serious problem at 80
percent of the institutions
studied."

some instituitons for insufficient and inadequate
and
work...inflated
misleading advertising by
some institutions in the
search for students."

For example, the
report said, undergraduate
libraries at the University
of California at Berkeley,
Northwesten University,
and the University of
Washington "report annual
loss rates of 4 to 5 percent
of their collections."

It’s too easy for student
so come by the higher
grades, said the council,
pointing out that "between
the
1969 and 1976,
proportion of students with
A and B grade -point
averages rose from 35
percent to 59 percent, and
the portion of C or less
declined from 25 percent to
13 percent.

The report noted that
even a 1 percent loss rate
nationally would require a
replacement cost of at least
$83.4 million a year.
In addition, the report
took both students and
professors to task for "a
substantial misuse by
students of public financial
aid...inflation of grades by
memfaculty
bers...competitive awarding of academic credits by
some departments and

The council raked
institutions which too
eagerly pursue foreign
college students, to the
overall
of
detriment
standards.
"...American Universities are eagerly pursuing
foreign students, often
without adequate review of
their qualification."

Thought probe OK’d

2.0

2

WASHINGTON I PA
Public figures who sue a
journalist or news
organization for libel may
probe
the
"editorial
process" which led to the
allegedly
libelous
statement, the Supreme
Court said yesterday.
Voting 6-3, the justices
ruled that reporters and
editors are not constitutionally
protected
from being forced to explain how they prepared a
challenged report
and
may be asked questions

about their "state of mind"
during that preparation.
ABC News reported
accurately Monday what
the court’s ruling would be,
and that Justice Byron R.
White would write the
majority opinion.
Such premature word
of a decision is rare in the
court’s 190-year history,
and the report apparently
have spurred an internal
investigation among court
employees.

This was cited in a 1977
College Board panel on
international education,
whose chairman, Clifford
F. Sjogren Jr., charged
"hucksterism" by some
institutons. He saw as a

reason for this "declining
domestic enrollments."
The council expressed
deep concern over the
"prospective
frantic
search" for students over
the next 10 years and more.

NOTICE
TO: Students receiving Degrees at the
1979 Spring Commencement Exercise, :ion Jose State University
San Jose State University is preparing a list of the
names of those students who will be awarded degrees at the Commencement Exercise to be held
here on May 25. 1979. The University intends to
treat this list as directory information, under the
provisions of the Family Educational and Privacy
Act, as amended.
The names of degree recipients will be published
in the Commencement program which will be
available at the Commencement Exercise for distribution to those in attendance. Further, it has
been the policy of the University to prepare a news
item citing the individual’s name and degree
awarded for release to the individual’s home
newspaper.
Any student eligible to participate in the May 25
Commencement Exercise who objects to either of
the University actions indicated above should so
notify the University in writing. Such notification
should be addressed to:
Mr. John McLain
Off ice of Community Relations
San Jose State University
San Jose, CA 95192
Individual notifications must be received no later
than May I. in order to preclude the individual’s
name from appearing in the Commencement program or to preclude the issuance of a home newspaper release.

Judge awards Michelle Marvin $104,000
LOS ANGELES I AP
Lee Marvin happily
described
yesterday’s
decision in the landmark
Marvin vs. Marvin
property rights case as
"sensational" while his ex lover, Michelle Triola
Marvin, said she considers
it her "personal victory."
"I’m very happy that I
won something," a calm
Miss Marvin told a crowd
of reporters down the
hallway from the courtroom where dozens of
witnesses testified during
the three months of the
trial. "I’m proud to have
paved the way for people in
relationships such as
mine."
Superior Court Judge
Arthur Marshall awarded
Miss Marvin $104,000 "for

rehabilitation purposes so
that she may have the
economic means to reeducate herself and to
learn new, employable
skills."
Marvin, reached at his
Tucson, Ariz., home, said
the decision was a total
vindication of the way he
handled the collapse of the
couple’s relationship in
1970.
"I think it’s sensational.
It’s
a
rehabilitation fee, which is
exactly what I did,"
Marvin said. "So I feel
absolutely marvelous."
Marvin gave the former showgirl a total of
$22,000 during the 1 and one
half years after the couple
separated, payments
Marvin says were stopped

because Miss Marvin broke
terms of an agreement not
to talk about the
relationship
with the
press.
Earlier, Miss Marvin
smiled as she and her attorneys huddled over a
copy of the decision,
reading it for the first time
as a mob of reporters and
photographers -- bulbs
flashing and light glaring
waited for some reaction.
When they finished,
Miss Marvin, dressed in a
black pants suit, and her

tot f

attorneys were nearly represented the first time
carried by the mass of in Califonria that an
newspeople out into the alimony-like payment was
hallway for an impromptu given in the case of a live-in
news conference.
relationship.
"It’s been a long , hard
"We are pleased,"
fight," she said, adding Mithchelson said. "They
that she would file suits have given her the
again if necessary. "I thnk equivalent of alimony."
that men and women
Miss Marvin said she
everywhere who enter into
relationships such as mine would now like to get into
creative
production work,
will now come to an
possibly with one of the
agreement in writing."
television networks. But
Miss Marvin’s at- first, "I’d like to go off by
torney, Marvin Mitchelson, myself and think about my
noted that the ruling life," she said.

THE NORTH FACE

CAMPBELL STORE

ANNUAL SPRING SALE
Outte yourself lot

both, skiing end
backpacking, with Otagatns Rite those

Do you need a job?

()THING 30% OFF

California Cnnservation Corps
Men & Women l8-23
I Year residential program
Public service work
Uire fighting, Hood t antral.
Tree planting. Stream clearance.
Trail construction.

Lean and mean, the F-14 Tomcat.
The world’s best fighter, flown by
the world’s best pilots - Navy pilots.
Don’t settle for second best.
If you want to be a pilot

FLY NAVY

Solary:$502.00 per month
$115.00 deducted room/board
Net:$350.00 per month
Representatives will be here
4 23 Student Union Bldg.
Earth Day
DOWN TOWM CAMPISEU.

Vern Wino
vow 279-3477
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The more things change...

Remembering 1974
12164LAR Auu;

740

rowan.

By Norman Gotwetter
If you were odd, you
could get gas only on
Tuesdays, Thursdays and
Saturdays.

Federal Energy Office
authorized a one-cent price
increase for all dealers who
had suffered a 15 percent
allocation cutback or more.

The odd, of course,
refers to the last number on
your car’s license plate,
and that "gas rationing"
plan in 1974 was the result
of the Arab oil embargo.

Ah, nostalgia. One
Union Oil dealer told the
Daily at the height of the
1974 "crisis," "I’ve been
informed by a reliable
source that the companies
are just trying to raise
prices to 65 cents per
gallon."

To paraphrase Lincoln,
"Now we are engaged once
again in a great gasoline
war, to determine whether
that gallon, so conceived
and so necessary, will go
into your gas tank or the
guy’s in front of you."

This station, despite being open 16 hours a day
and having no lines, did little business in 1974
because of the "high" price of the gas it was
selling. At the time, its gas was some 20 cents
higher than elsewhere.

In many ways, that gas
shortage and our present
one are similar. The lines,
the high prices, the lines,
the irate motorists, the
lines...
Another similarity:
While drivers were paying
record prices for gas, the

Sixty-five cents?!
Born during the 1974
and
plaguing
crisis,
motorists during this one,
is the 55 mile per hour
speed limit.
While stations were
closing all over, the
California Highway Patrol
could not understand that
motorists were going way
over the speed limit to beat
the other drivers to the few
open stations along the
road.

While all this was going
on, the San Jose City
Council was described as
being "in turmoil" over the
fairness of the odd-even
rationing plan.
Phone calls and letters
were streaming in to then
Mayor Norman Mineta and
Vice Mayor Janet Gray
Hayes. As now, the consensus then, as Councilman
Joe Colla said, was to
"blame the oil comapnies."
Some San Joseans
came up with their own
way of beating the long
lines and high prices. Only
problem was that it was
illegal.
Capt. Gordon Ballard
Police
of the San Jose
Department was quoted in
the Daily as saying, that
"20 to 30 complaints of

The siphoning did have
one advantage, however,
for owners of auto parts
stores. The sales on gas
caps with locks soared and
drivers became more
paranoid and protective of
their gas.
To make things worse
was that the odd-even gas
rationing system was not
working, according to two
leaders of the National
Service Stations Dealers
Association.
It got so bad, the
leaders agreed, that instead of the odd-even plan,
they said there should be a
distribution
by
appointment basis at the
stations.
As if all this weren’t
enough, many motorists
found that, after waiting in
those long lines and paying
high prices for gas, many
stations had cut out in part

Are we in for
replay of 1974?

iI

siphoning a day" were
coming in the San Jose
police.
The average loss, he
said, was eight to nine
gallons per car.

or in entirety the "courtesy
services," such as cleaning
the windshield.
The more things
change, the more they stay
the same.

Despite the long lines during the 1974 gas
shortage caused by the Arab Oil embargo, most
dealers were still pumping gas. Lines like one at
left were a very common sight, despite the
initiation of an odd -even gas rationing plan.

DMV demurrs on tax
SACRAMENTO ( AP) - It isn’t clear whether a tax
on -gas-guzzlers" in
California would be an
effective way to save
energy, the Department of
said
Vehicles
Motor
yesterday.
Under the sliding scale
proposal, penalties on

Tear gas training offered

CHECK OUT
THE BUYS

A workshop exploring
the use of tear gas as an
non -lethal
effective,
method of self-defense is
being offered by the San
Jose Community College
District, on Saturday, April
28 from 9 a.m. to 1 p.m. at
San Jose City College.

IN THE

CLASSIFIED ADS

Upon completion of the
four-hour workshop, an
individual is eligible to
apply for a license to carry

34 W. Santa Clara
San Jose, CA 9511 3
(408) 288-5228

A COMPLETE BOOKSTORE
Overweight and out of shape?
Get fitness and diet guides
Before it’s too late.

A

SAN JOSE ART
Paint & Wallpaper Co.
FOR THF FINEST IN

Materials
Valley Fair Center
San JOse . Ca
249-8700
365 San Antonio Rd
Mtn View. Ca 941-3600

vehicles that get less than
17 miles per gallon,
assessed at registration,
would range from $14 to
$564, for 10 miles per gallon
or less, and rebates would
range from $29 to $436, for
40 miles per gallon or more
the program would be
limited to new cars.

i\’-

aerosol tear gas as a selfprotection device.
The workshop covers
legal and moral aspects
and proper use and handling of a hand-held aerosol
tear gas weapon, practice
with an inert weapon and
mild exposure to liquid tear
gas.
The course does not
license an individual to
carry tear gas, it merely
certifies one to apply for a

Select SJSU students offered
John Morton scholarship funds
Applications for the
John Morton scholarship
are now available at the
Financial Aid office in
room 237 of Dudley
Moorhead hall.
The scholarship is open
to any student who is a
child of a current HewlettPackard employee and of
sophomore class standing
or higher by the 1979-80

academic year.
Students need not be
from any particular field of
study to apply. Winners of
the scholarship will be
determined by financial
need of the student and
academic achievement.
The scholarship is for $200.
Deadline to apply is
April 27. All applications

830 530
Mon Sat

VF Store also Open Weeknights fit 9 & Sun 12 to 5
111b,

VALUABLE coupon
10% DISCOUNT
ON ALL AUTO PARTS & ACCESSORIES
AT

CONTINENTAL AUTO PARTS
516 So 2nd Street
Sao Jose. CA
SPECIALIZING IN:
Lerman. 1.1p,inew. I nglnh Sc andona,an

2’9-1777 m 286-11909
alitgCOUPON EXPIRES I 2/31/794

license.
Licensing is handled by
the State of California
through local law enforcement agencies.
The course is approved
and certified by the
California Department of
Justice.
A $15 pre-registration
fee is payable to the office
of Community Services,
San Jose City College, 2100
Moorpark Ave., San Jose,
Ca 95128.

THE PINK POODLE
PRESENTS
LIVE NUDE DANCE
CONTEST
MON. - TUES. - WED. - THURS.

9:30
Cash prizes to all contestants
Come and apply

328 S. Bascom Ave.

question corner
The "Question Corner’s" staff of crack
researchers is getting
restless: They want your
questions.
"Question Corner," a
Daily column, is the place
to pose a problem, question
bureaucracy or make
general inquiries concerning the SJSU campus
community.
The Daily will try to
come up with some of the
answers.

Letters of "Question
Corner" should be addressed to: "Question
Corner," Spartan Daily,
San Jose State University,
San Jose, 95192.
Persons may also drop
off letters at the Spartan
Daily office in JC 208.
All correspondence
should include name, class
level and major and
specifically addressed to
"Question Corner." Names
will be withheld on request.

SO
SKATEBOARD
SYSTEMS
In The Moplewood Mama

Bascom and Union, S.J., 377-2706

GROPE
presents...

COILIMIbIA RIECORdiraff ARTIST

must be into the financial
aid office by that date.
For more information
call Janet Aiken of the
financial aid office at 2772696. ’

(

A familiar sight during the 1974 gas shortage, but
this photo might well have been taken this week.

Folksimvit
MARTINE HABIB
Pitafoamirdc, TodAy IRON, NOON -1 p.m.
ird Tim S.U. A Mp...T-EATRE
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SILICON IX WILL BE ON CAMPUS
APRIL 25 1979

Siliconix is the electronics firm dedicated to excellence in Santa Clara.
California. We’ve been the leader in field effect transistor technology since
1962; we also produce analog switches, integrated circuits, and vertical M.O.S.
and state-of-the-art biopolar integrated switches.
We’re known as the "The Exceptional Semiconductor Firm" because we believe
in doing things right --and hire exceptional people who are dedicated to
producing only the highest quality products. If you are majoring in Electrical
Engineering Technology,Industrial Technology, Physics, or Mechanical Engineering, we would enjoy discussing your career goals at the placement
office.

The equal -opportunity, people-oriented employer.

WHEN YOU WORK FOR SILICON IX,
YOU KNOW YOU’RE IN GOOD COMPANY.

Siliconix
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Summer school
receives no state or
local funds, so tuition is
charged. The average
three-unit course costs
$120.

If kicking back is
not how you want to
spend your summer
vacation, you may want
to add up some units on
your record by attending one of the three
summer school sessions
at SJSU.
The three summer
sessions are June 4 to
22: June 25 to Aug. 3,
and Aug. 6 to 24.

Lazy summer blues?
summer reg begins

Fees do vary if a
course
overlaps
sessions or is longer
than the standard sixweek time period.
More than 50 night

courses will be offered
to the student who
cannot attend classes
during the day. These
include courses in anthropology, business,
chemistry, education,
electrical engineering,
English, music and
urban planning.
The
summer
schedule of dames is

now available in the
Office of Continuing
Education in Journalism West room
136513. Registration and
fee deadlines vary,
depending on when the
course is offered. The
first deadline is May 18.
For more
information call the Office
of Continuing Education
at 277-2182.

C0011) 1111MUS
Attention
record collectors!
Here s a chance
to solve the case
of the missing LP
Stop by now to
investigate rooms.
full of new and
old albums Bring
your unwanted LPs
for cash or credit
SPECIALIZING DS 4AZZ,
SLUES AND ROCK

I.

Wing’s

Our Pleasure is to Please

Chinese Restaurant

La Casa Ochoa

Dedicated to out-of-print collector s
and clean condthon record trede.rns
OF yesterday and today

Mandarin & Szechuan Cuisine
Lunch & Dinner
Also food to go
Closed on Monday

Formerly Los Merequetengues
Authentic Mexican Food
Warm, Friendly Atmosphere
Beer & Wine
Dinner Served from 5-10 p.m.
Closed Sunday
172 West Santa Clara St
San Jose, CA
293-2124

131 E. JACKSON ST
BET. 3rd & 4th

S. Clara,

294-3303,998-9427
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YOU’RE INVITED!

GET DOWN TO
THE BEAT OF

TO OUR

rStaitvaefi4if

Playing: WED.-SAT.

Just
(mention
/

SHOW YOUR
STUDENT BODY CARD
AND GET IN FREE!

1

Corner of
Stevens Creek

248-4848

CUP OF

Open 7days a week
Froday St Saturday
SAM to 1 :00 AM
Sunday duo Thurs.
SAM to 10:00 PM

Imported House Blend

Shalimar of

30
REASONS
to
come to
Valley Fair
just for

Peddle your
"don’t wants"
with a Classified Ad

BANDANA
THIS WEEK

St

415-929-7674

AN ENGLISH MEAT PIE
ONE COUPON PER CUSTOMER I
EXPIRES APRIL 25, 1979
I
OPEN 7 DAYS!
354-0991 I
"Take out" Upstairs/Old Town
50 University Ave.. Los Gatos
HIM= =MOM- MYMinta

$1.00 off with this ad

./
be Cafe
Egress

2272 ’ib

San Francisco. CA 94123

IC Slill pas
Mb sag assig arcane!
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for vOur next private affair

V

ION

(Across from Tower Saloon)

FREE

Open Noon -7 Wed -Sun
56 N Bascom Ave SanJose95128
14081294-6868

LUNCH: 11/0114111 11:1010 LPN
sowAT.111:110,00 Ilk
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,aplete mobile disco service

YOGURT
(FROZEN YOGURT)
. .
apple -cinnamon . . . ollolyberry
mixed fruit . . . contolokipe . . . strawberry-Ex:mono . . . blueberry -cream
cheese . . . peach . . . chocolate . . .
. blueberry . . .
vanilla . . . banana
pineapple . . . raspberry . . blueberry . strowberry-creom
cantaloupe .
cheese .. . etc.
IP
* * * ** * *
* * *
* * # *
*

DADDY-0
ApRil 30
9 p.m. -1 A.M.

homemade

soups, salads & sandwiches
daily
*
*
* ** * *Fair
* ***

Call 998-0616
29 San Pedro, San Jose
San Pedro Square

new In Volley

GARDEN OF FROZEN DELIGHTS
Phone 243-9988
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CLASSIC EAST INDIAN CUISINE
ht Fine Vapeisrten At Mew Dishes.
Et Hte or Take Home
%es Thru Fr. lunch 11 30
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10% off with this ad.

249-3332
Henderson Shopping Center
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STEAK HOUSES
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On the observation level
of the Reid-Hi//view Airport.
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Welcome Back

JOHN & SUZANNE
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1051 BLC:SOM HILL RD,
SC’’T" .AN JOSE

4233 MOORPARK AVE.,
SAN JOSE

Phone 266-3500 for
more information.
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Phone 255-3552 for
more information.
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Bill Grandstaff
Larry Eddo
Kyle Catterlin
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JANE CALDER...
Thurs. - Sat. evenings
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Fri. and Sat. Nights

et Hungry
Hunter
JOHN ELIAS...
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Steaks, Seafood, Prime Rib
Champagne Sunday Brunch
Entertainment Tues.-Sat.
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Former SJSU star overcomes injury

Pfister on his way to top
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ank Pfister, ,hown here while on the SJSU tennis team in 1 97 5, is seeded
ird in the Smythe Grand Prix tournament this week at San Jose Civic
uditorium.

ill real Quakes appear?
isher hopes it’ll be soon
By Steve Carp
The San Jose Earthquakes will be
looking or their first win in three tries
Saturdw when they travel to San Diego to
meet tie Sockers and the question is,
"When will the real Earthquakes show
up?"
According to coach Terry Fisher, it
r
pi had better be soon.
"We showed that we can put the ball in
the net against a tough side (three goals
jj against Portland) and we showed we can
play defense (a mistake gave Edmonton a
,1-0 win). Now we halve to put the best of
both together.
"The players are getting impatient,"
Fisher continued. ’They want to get that
first win under their belts and so do I. San
Diego would be a good team to do it
against."
It would inteed, but the prospects
don’t seem so tright. The Sockers, who
won the American Conference West last
season, are in font again and have a five
point lead over Edmonton.
The Quakes, not noted for their play on
the road, are n the cellar with only three
points.
The two teams split last season’s
meetings and Fisher expects a physical
game from the Sockers.
"They lice to attack and they’re very
strong,espetally in the back. If there’s

0

one thing they lack, it’s overall speed and
that’s something we hope to take advantage of Saturday."
Fisher hinted that there might be one
or two changes in the lineup. One depends
on whether or not defender Laurie
Calloway will be able to play. Calloway is
recovering from a strained calf muscle
and yesterday, he wasn’t very optimistic.
"It’s still a little tight. I won’t know
until Friday when I try it whether I’ll be
able to go," said the Quakes captain.
Fisher is also thinkig about starting
Doc Lawson, the rookie out of Southern
Connecticut. Lawson, who made his first
appearance against the Drillers last week,
is fast and strong and impressed Fisher
with his performance.
"We’ll find room for Lawson
somewhere in the lineup. Doc will
definitely get a look."
Fisher also pointed to the play of
newcomer Henning Munk as an encouraging sign.
"Henning’s an organizer. He’s the
type of player we need in the back. He
definitely stabilized our defense."
The Danish central defender did a
good job in directing traffic in the back and
seemed to take charge, which was what
Fisher was looking for after the Portland
contest.
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By Chuck BustWos
The saga of Hank
Pfister is one of those
Cinderella stories tl.at only
seems possible in those
fairy tales our parents read
to us as children.
Pfister was an allaround athlete and played
all sports in high school.
particularly excelling as a
pitcher on the baseball
team. Turning his attention
entirely to tennis, he did
well enough in junior
college to land a
scholarship at SJSU.
His debut for the
Spartans was a sparkling
one as he rolled to an undefeated season in NCAA
competition in 1975. He
garnered
All -America
honors
and seemed
destined for even greater
accomplishments.
That was until disaster
struck. A serious ankle
injury requiring surgery
sidelined him his entire
senior year. Any thoughts
of attempting to voyage
into the professional ranks
would have sunk with most
athletes. However, Pfister
is not like most athletes.
Receiving
strong
encouragement and support from his father, the
determined Pfister took his
blistering
serve
and
ferocious forehand to reestablish his prowess on
the tennis courts and reach
the professional plateau.
Pfister has come a long
way since his days on the
windy South Campus
courts. Instead of facing
other college peers, Pfister
is now beating guys with
last names like Connors,
Gerulaitas and Nastase.
He currently is playing
in the San Jose Smythe
$50,000 Grand Prix. He won
his opening round match
with former Stanford ace
Bill Maze Monday night 46,6-3,6-2.
The tall and lanky
Pfister, who resides in Los
Gatos with his wife Kim,
played for SJSU for two
years and has traveled all
over the world since his
final ’76-77 season.
Pfister admitted that
he’s been very fortunate in
his professional pursuits.
but he misses the slower
pace of his college days.
"It’s a completely
different
situation
now,"Pfister said. "You
travel so much. I always
look forward to getting
home, kicking back and
relaxing because we live on
the road about 30 weeks out
of the year. When we get on
the plane to go home, it’s a
relief because we like to be
home as much as
possible."
Although he only lives
a few minutes away,
Pfister never gets much of
chance to visit his old
friends at Allen Hall, where
he resided while attending
SJSU. However, he did
drop back the other night to
reminisce.
"It was funny. A friend
of mine called me out of the
blue. Some friends of mine
that I used to party with

were having a poker party.
I stopped by for about 15 or
20 minutes. I couldn’t stay
very long, but it was interesting
because
it
brought back a lot of
memories. I kind of forgot
the good times I had there
at San Jose State."
Pfister is also enjoying
good times now. The 25-

squad. He has played
Wimbledon twice and
competed in most every
major tournament.
One major incident
stands out in his mind while
playing Davis Cup, and it’s
not a very pleasurable
memory. There were some
hostile feelings at the Davis
Cup matches this past year

Net tourney
continues
The second round of the 850,000 Smythe Tennis
Grand Prix will continue today with sessons at 10
a.m. and 7 p.m.
The final round of 16 in singles and doubles will
whittle down the individuals who will be competing
in tomorrow’s quarterfinals.
John McEnroe is the No. 1 seed in the event
while local favorite and former San Jose State star
Hank Pfister is seeded third.
The singles winner will receive $10,000 and
. 13,000 goes to the doubles team.
The event is at San Jose Civic Auditorium and is
sponsored by former U.S. Davis Cup team member
Barry MacKay. Civic seats 2,600 people.
The semi-finals are Saturday April 21 at noon
and 7 p.m. with the finals Sunday at 7 p.m.
Arthur Ashe was the 1978 singles champion and
Gene and Sandy Mayer took the doubles title.
In the race for first place in the Colgate Grand
Prix, 50 points will go to the singles champion and 10
points to each member of the winning doubles team.
year-old was ranked 25th in
the world after last year’s
Colgate Grand Prix Tour
singles competition and
finished 10th in doubles.
Three weeks ago, Pfister
won the "Grand Smash
Cup" in Sal Paulo Brazil.
His five wins en route to the
championship crown came
over players who makeup a
good portion of the ’Who’s
Who’ in professional tennis: Jaime Filol, Raul
Ramierez, Guillermo
Vitas, Roscoe Tanner and
flie Nastase.
"Five wins in a row
like that, it was very
gratifying. I made a lot of
money, but when I sat back
and started thinking about
it, the actual winning of a
match like that Ives so selfgratifying that it kind of
hides the money a little bit.
It’s really gratifying if
you’ve worked your butt off
for it."
Pfister, who has
worked hard on bettering
every facet of his tennis
game, said that he was
lucky to have a rocketserve to initially get him
going.
"The transition to the
pros was tough. I was lucky
because I’m a pretty good
hitter so I was able to go
through a few matches, get
started and make a name
for myself."
Although not yet a
household name, Pfister is
well -respected by his
peers. He played two years
on the Junior Davis Cup
team and last year was an
alternate on the senior

at Newport Beach in
Southern California.
"There were SWAT
guys all over the place. We
had guards around us all
the time because we were
playing South Africa ,and
there was a racial group
protesting us playing a

BOOT CUTS
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country that had their own
political views towards
their people. It was wild. It
was pretty hairy and a
really unbelievable experience."
Although Pfister has
been fortunate in not experiencing anything else
like the Newport Beach
incident, he admitted that
living out of a suitcase is
not very fun.
"The wear and tear, it
kills you sometimes. You
go six, seven weeks in a
row and maybe you don’t
play well for three or four
weeks. You lose in the first
or second round, you lose a
few matches like that and
you just say to yourself.
’Hey. I want to go home. When he is in the area,
Pfister sometimes comes
out to the SJSU courts and
hits around with the
Spartan tennis team.
Pfister’s overtime tutalege
of the SJSU teams can be
attributed to his deep
respect for coach Butch
Krikorian.
"I’m still very close to
Butch. He is one of my
better friends and a guy
that is really good with
college kids and knows how
to coach young men. His
friendship with me is invaluable."
Pfister said that one of
his goals is to break
through into the Top Ten.
At 25, it would appear that
might not be attainable.

However. Pfister h as
overcome
greater
challenges.
"I think it’s pretty
feasible. I’d like to
someday make it into the
Top Ten. You have to get a
few breaks and keep your
confidence up. It’s tough to
say what’s going to happen.
I could stay where I am the
rest of my life. But if that
were to happen. I’d be
happy too. Life’s been good
to me and I’m not griping."
COURTS1DE NOTES Pfister
wiIi take on Biliy Martin not to be
confused with the e. New York
Yankee
round

Jose Civic Auditorium Pfister the
resident pro at Courtside Tennis
Club will square oft with McEnroe
at the Los Gatos facility May r at I
O m in a challenge melon
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Fullerton speaks out on Murphy and athletics
Through all the muck and mire that the SJSU Athletic
Department has been wading through, it has managed to
encompass the president of the university in its swamp.
Gail Fullerton, unlike her predecessor, John Bunzel,
has taken a more active role as to what is happening
within the Athletic Department.
Because she wants to know what exactly is going on
and because she wants reviews for coaches and administrators, she has found herself seemingly at odds with
Bob Murphy., the head of the SJSU athletic department.

backstreets
By Steve Carp

In light of the recent decision by Murphy not to seek
renewal of his contract, I asked Fullerton what her
relationship with Murphy had been like.
We didn’t see eye-to-eye on some things, but by and
large, Bob and I have gotten along. We have never exchanged a harsh word."
There had been rumors around campus that the two
were feuding but F’ullerton denied that their relationship
had come to that.
Fullerton also tried to explain her more active role in
athletic department matters, something Bunzel wanted
no or little part of.
-I’m responsible for everything that happens on this
campus, whether I like it or not. I would guess that Bob
might have found it easier to work with John Bunzel but
this is the way I do things."
Fullerton tried to explain that she didn’t want to tell
Murphy his business but she did want to be informed in
advance if there was something brewing within the
department ( like coaching changes.
Fullerton was asked about Ivan Guevara’s decision to
apply for his former job along with the statement that he’d
withdraw the application if she felt it was an embarrassment to her and/or the school.

"Mr. Guevara filed his application before the
deadline and he went through the proper channels. As far
as I know, he is one of 90-some applicants for the job and if
he felt like applying, that’s fine with me.
"I don’t get to see any of the dossiers," Fullerton
added. "I’m not involved in the process right now. After
the screening committee makes their choices as to who
they want to interview, then I’ll get involved."
When asked when there will be a new basketball
coach, Fullerton hoped to have one named within the next
10 days.
"The selection process is and should be a slow one. We
didn’t do too badly in our selection of the football coach."
Fullerton said, referring to the hiring of Jack Elway last
December to replace Lynn Stiles.
As far as seeking a replacement for Murphy,
Fullerton said that the university is in no rush and will
look into the matter of setting up a process in the near
future.
"We will probably undertake the search in the fall. We
hope to have a new athletic director by next summer. In
the meantime, there will be an interim AD serving for at

least one term, maybe longer."
Could this interim AD be Jon Crosby, who has been
Murphy’s right-hand man? All indications point to
Crosby. He has replaced Murphy as chairman of the
basketball coach selection committee. He knows what is
going on in the department. He can help in making the
transition go smoothly and he might not be such a bad
person to get the job in the end.
Unlike Murphy, who has taken it upon himself to
decide when and how he will speak to the media, Crosby
has always been accessible.
Crosby is young, energetic and has the respect of his
peers and the coaches.
Fullerton also noted that her timetable for selecting a
new AD isn’t gospel. It could change after she gets
together with Academic Vice President Hobert Burns.
Regardless of what has happened, one thing should be
brought out. While Gail Fullerton may not be an expert in
athletics, she is interested in the program and the athletes
who participate in it.
Because if she wasn’t, I don’t think she would have
spent a Saturday night in February watching the women’s
basketball team and anybody in her high-ranking position
who does that, has my admiration.
And then there’s the antithesis of Fullerton, Bob
Murphy.
Tuesday, I tried to speak with the man himself about
what had transpired.
Here’s what happened.
After being put through by his secretary, Murphy and
I exchanged greetings and I thought this might turn out to
be an amiable conversation. Was I wrong!

Carp: I’d rather do a regular interview in yoir office,
if you don’t mind.
Murphy: I do mind. From the start you have
misquoted me and even today in that article, you
misquoted Crosby. One other thing, I want you to
guarantee that whatever answers I give you won’t be
edited.
Carp: When did ’misquote you?
Murphy: Everytkne you spoke to me. Look, those are
my terms.
Carp: Will you ansver all the questions and how long
will it take until I get theanswers?
Murphy: I may ansvPr some, I may not answer some.
It depends on the questions. I’ll try to get the answers
back to you as quick as I cm. One thing’s for sure, I can’t
give them back to you this afternoon.
Carp: Well then, I guessI’ll send the questions over to
you.
Murphy: That’s fine, goothye.
Editor’s note: After the appearance of a column
this paper concerning Murpk, the Daily offered th6
athletic director a chance to respond in as much detail as
he wished. Murphy, however, dedined.
After consultation with Edinr-in-Chief Sean Silverithorne, columnist Carp chose iat to accept Murphy’t
terms.
-/"../"../W’

Murphy: What’s on your mind?
Carp: Well, I’d like to ask you a few questions about
what has transpired.
Murphy: You want to ask me questions, put them
down in writing and I’ll consider answering them.

Padres suffer growing pains in Santa Clara
By Dan Wood
The Santa Clara Padres played their home opener last
Saturday night at Washington Park in front of an announced crowd of 225.
That isn’t a good sign for the future of minor league
baseball in Santa Clara.
The Padres are a new addition to the Class A
California League this season, and like any infantile

operation, they are suffering growing pains.
In fact, the Padres are going through some things that
most clubs never have to face.
Santa Clara was the third choice for the franchise
owned by Dr. Thomas Leonard. Leonard originally intended to operate the club in Santa Rosa but that plan fell
by the wayside when a suitable ball park couldn’t be
found.
After a similar situation developed in Vallejo, the club
landed in Santa Clara, giving that city its first
professional sports franchise.
The problem was one of timing.
"The time element has simply not been conducive to
running a professional baseball team," said Joe Volpi,
manager of the Padres.
Volpi, former baseball coach at Blackford High
School in San Jose, is also the business manager of the
Padres, a rather unlikely combination of positions.
But that is just another of the "different" things about
this club.
The strangest factor of all is the Padres’ working
arrangement with the area’s other California League
team, the San Jose Missions.
San Jose retuns to the Cal League this season after a
two-year hiatus in the Triple A Pacific Coast League.
Missions General Managing Partner Joe Gagliardi
was on hand for the Padres’ opener, along with his righthand man, General Manager Jack Previte.
Both seem to be directly involved in the day-to-day
operation of the Padres, with the Missions evidently the
No. 1 priority.
While publicity for the Missions hasn’t exactly
overflowed, the Padres’ publicity has been all but nonexistant.
The Padres will share the Missions’ home field, San
Jose Municipal Stadium, for the bulk of their home
games. The Padres will be stuck, however, with many
afternoon contests. This will undoubtedly have a negative
affect on attendance.
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rear of the California League standings all sesason,
something that doesn’t promise to bring more fans out to
the park.
So with all these things going against them, can the
Padres possibly survive?
Of the fans at Washington Park Saturday night, most
were nothing more than passive observers.
An exception was a young boy of about 10, who showed
more interest than the rest of the gathering combined.
But such a youngster is undoubtedly not aware of the
severe problems facing the Santa Clara Padres.
As one fan remarked upon leaving Saturday
"The innocent enthusiasm of youth."
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The rest of Santa Clara’s home schedule, 20 games,
will be played in 1200-seat Washington Park, a rickety old
facility built in the 1930s.
So the Padres will hop back and forth between Santa
Clara and San Jose, calling both "home."
That can’t help but have an unnerving effect on the
team itself, and the on -the-field product already has
enough things to worry about.
Unlike most minor league clubs, the Padres have no
affilition with a major league team. Rather, Santa Clara
is a combine, made up of players from a number of big
league organizations.
This fact leaves Volpi in an uneviable position of not
really knowing his ballplayers. Most of the team was
together for only a matter of days before the season
began.
The Padres were bombed by Visalia in their home
opener 14-7, and their unfamiliarity with each other was
obvious.
The Padres are off to an 0-6 start, and Volpi certainly
has his work cut out for him. At this point he isn’t even
sure who his better players are.
"I just don’t know them well enough," Volpi said. "We
haven’t had enough time."
It seems a certainty that the Padres will bring up the
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LAUNDRY WORKS
87 N. San Pedro St.
San Jose 287-1456

A lot of big corporations offer you a big
title. But how many offer a young college
graduate a really important job?
As a Navy Officer, you don’t have
to wait to do a job that counts. We give
you one as soon as you’ve earned your
commission. A job with responsibility for
the lives of others, and for millions of dollars
of complex equipment. A job that requires
skill and leadership.A job that Navy Officers
have been doing proudly for 200 years.
If that’s the kind of job you’re looking
for, speak to a Navy recruiter. You’ll find
that Navy Officers have unequalled
opportunities in fields like Nuclear Power,
Aviation, and Engineering.
Or call toll free 800-841-8000. ( In Georgia,

toll free 800-342-5855,) Early responsbility.
It’s what being a Navy Officer is all about.
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Track team ioumeys to Mt. SAC Relays
By Danny Edwards
SJSU’s track and field team heads to Southern
California Saturday to compete in the 20th Mt. San Antonio Collgege (SAC) Relays in Walnut.
The Spartans, who crushed the University of Arizona
90-55 in Tucson during spring break to remain undefeated

in dual meets this season, had some strong performances
at the Bruce Jenner Classic in San Jose last weekend.
Thurlis Gibbs leaped 7-0 to win the high jump and
against Arizona he went 7 2-1/4 to defeat AAU junior
champion James Frazier.
Half-miler Russ Nahirny clocked a lifetime best 1:50.2

I,aMonte King of UC-Irvine, 1976 Olympian Eddie
Hart,and indoor world record holder Houston McTear.
Kim Black cleared 17 feet in the pole vault for the
second time this season.
The Spartans qualified 18 team members for the Mt.
SAC meet, including long jumper Fssodina Atchade who
came off knee surgery a month ago and jumped 24-7
against Arizona.

for 800 meters and Rex White leaped a lifetime best 5113/4 in the triple jump.
Bob Feuerbach heaved the shot 60 10-3/4 against
Arizona to qualify for the NCAA Championships May 30.
Sprinter Ken Thomas sped to a fourth place finish at
the Jenner Classic, defeating last year’s PCAA champ,

Pete Austin ( 14.0) and Mike Kirtman ( 14.1 ) are entered in the high hurdles. Kirtman is also a member of the
400-meter relay team which also includes Thomas, Kevin
Cole and Phil Williams. Thomas is the Spartans’ only
entrant in the 100.

’0

Stepehen Chepkwony 147.4 ) is SJSU’s only participant
in the 400 meter dash.
Javelin thorwers Curt Ransford and Rich Stewart,
undefeated in dual meets this season, will take their
lifetime bets of 245-6 and 225-7 respectively into competition.

ap

Craig Roberts ( 49 - 4 ) will join White in the triple
jump. Greg Woepse (17-7) and Black will be in the pole
vault and Nahirny, Feuerbach and Gibbs are entered in
their respective events.
Don Finley ( 51.7 ) will be in the 400 intermediate
hurdles and Colin Sutherland 1178-6 I is entered in the
discus.
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for the best in Tennis Wear.

Adidas Tennis Shorts
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our price $ 1 3.95 (white)
$ 14.95 (colors)
In addition, the Attic has
Tennis Shirts, Shoes, Balls
and Warm Ups.
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a

Now Open
10th and San Carlos
9:30 - 10:00 Mon -Sat

photos by Terry Stelma

In photo at left, Russ Nahirny is shown running the 800 meters in a recent track meet; at right Tim
Gruber, SJSU’s top distance runner, makes his way out of the final turn in a recent two-mile run.

Men golfers defeat West’s best
in Western Intercollegiate tourney
By Danny Edwards
Facing the strongest teams in the western half of the
United States, SJSU’s men’s golf team averaged 71.8
strokes per player during the last round to win the
Western Intercollegiate Championships at Pasatiempo
Golf Course in Santa Cruz last week.
"We played really well on the final round," said coach
Jerry Vroom, noting that the Spartans defeated five
teams that have been consistently ranked among the top
10 in the country this season.
SJSU was rated ninth in the nation going into the
tournament and winning the Western championship
"should move us up pretty well," Vroom said.
The top 10 team scores were: SJSU 1,105, Fresno State
1,115, USC 1,123, UCLA 1,224, Oral Roberts 1,126, San
Diego State 1,134, Brigham Young 1,138, Stanford 1,140,
and New Mexico 1,140. Twenty-six colleges participated.
Each team consisted of six players for the three-day
54-hole event with a team’s top five scores for each day
making up its total.
The Spartans, tied with Arizona State after the first
round and leading by just three shots over Fresno Staee
after 36 holes, ran away with the team honors on the last
day.
"On the last day we shot 359 which averages out about
71.8 per player," Vroom said.
SJSU’s Mark Wiebe (69-78-70) and Steve Gazzaneo
(72-75-70) tied for third in the individual scoring at 217.
Wiebe was five under par after 10 holes during the final
round to move to within one stroke of leader Scott Watkins
of Arizona State, but Watkins held on to take the in -

Invitational tickets
Tickets are now on sale
for the San Jose National
Invitational at Bud Winter
Field Saturday, April 28.
Prices are $2 for
students, $3.50 for adults if
the ticket is bought in
advance, and $4 at the gate.
To purchase tickets contact
the SJSU Athletic Ticket
Office at 277-3241 in Men’s
Gym 115.
The meet will include
top teams such as the
Tobias Track Club, Bay

QUICK *An

CLEAN

\

ERROR FREE
/
SI 111MATIC TYPING
150 WPM
..sF. DAY 14111:1U
term papers reports
instant revisions
I All VAIL
371 6672

Area Striders, Oregon
State and several outstanding individuals from
around the country.
The day’s action gets
underway at 11 a.m. with
the open hammer throw
and concludes at 3:45 with
the open discus, which
includes Olympians John
Powell and Mac Wilk ins.

dividual title with 68-72-70 for 210.
Other SJSU players were: Don Levin, 74-72-72, for
218; Don DeLorenzo, 75-78-73 for 226; Greg Galasso, 75-8074 for 229; and Alan Swank, 77-79-74 for 230.
"This was the first time in 11 years a California team
has won the tournament," Vroom said, adding that
Arizona State and Brigham Young have been the only
teams to win the event in the last 11 years.
The Spartans are back in action Thursday for the
three-day 54-hole U.S. Collegiate Invitational at Stanford
Golf Course.

CHINA
NIGHT
with cultural exhibition
Saturday, April 21,1979
8:00 p.m.

Give QUME The first Degree*
(*Your BS of course)
QUME deserves your consideration for career development and
professional satisfaction . . .

MORRIS DAILEY AUDITORIUM

Located in the SAN FRANCISCO BAY AREA. QUME is a fast growing.
dominant Company that has developed, manufactures and markets the
non-captive portion of the Word Processing Market for PRINTERS.

free admission

From an auspicious beginning in 1974. QUME has established and maintains a technological lead in our Industry. Approximately 750/o of the
non-captive Printer Market is QUME’s . . . and our sales in 1978 just
5 years after our beginning should exceed $50 million.
In early 1979, we will move into our ultra-modern facilities in San Jose
presenting you an unparalleled environment and technology to perfect
and expand our product line.

Sponsored by:
FREE CHINA
STUDENT ASSOCIATION

MODERNE
DRUG CO.
ANTHONY D. CAMPAGNA JR

QUME is autonomous, profitable and well managed,
outstanding. If you have a BSEE with a CS minor, or a
are ambitious, technically knowledgeable and aspire
professionalism rapidlywith a respected innovator
Peripheral Industry. . . QUME is the place for you to be!

SAN JOSE STATE
INTERVIEWS ON CAMPUS
Wednesday, April 25
Contact the College Placement Office
Immediately to arrange convenient
Interview.

OPEN TILL MIDNIGHT EVERY DAY OF THE YEAR

998-8800
501. SANTA CLARA

prescriptions
SCIMISKIKTAINAl sawn

EEs . . .
and Marketing . .

Resumes, additionally, rnay be sent
to Karen Endersbee, Personnel
Manager, QUME. 2323 Industrial
Parkway. West, Hayward. CA
94545. (415) 783-6100.
An equal opportunity employer

Our benefits are
BS in Marketing.
to advance your
in the Computer
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The
Unseen
Heroes

photos and text
by Shannon Leso
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SJSU’s corps of "unseen heroes" is the way Jim
Burke describes Grounds and Maintenance, the group of
378 skilled workers who keep things running smoothly
around campus.
To care for SJSU’s three million square feet of
building space and 84 acres of shrubs, lawns and tree
shaded areas, Grounds and Maintenance empolyes
gardeners, locksmiths, carpenters, metalshop workers
and others to perform the myriad of thankless jobs that
Burke said are largely unseen to students, but necessary
nevertheless.
Although jobs running the gamut from picking up
litter to building a stage for Gail Fullerton’s inaugural
may seem peripheral to the academic activities at SJSU,
Burke said the Grounds and Maintenance people are the
people who make it all happen.
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spartaguide
Phi Alpha Theta, the
history honors society, is
sponmsoring a movie,
"Civil War: The Anguish of
Emancipation," 12:30 p.m.
today in Dudley Moorehead
Hall, room 135. It is open to
the public.
John Mercer from the
U.S. Chamber of Commerce will speak at 8
tonight at Hungry Hunter,
corner of Moorpark and
Saratoga Ayes., sponsored
by the Society for Advancement
of
Management. Social hour
starts at 7 p.m. For more
information,
contact

Business
room 316.

Classrooms,

National Association of
Accountants will meet
tonight at 6 at Lou’s
Village, 1465 W. San Carlos
St. Guest speaker is Jim
Mitchell, San Jose Mercury-News business editor.
Call Sharon Blair, 265-9470,
for more information.
A staff meeting for
Nuestra Tierra is set for
noon today in the conference room upstairs of
the MAGS building. Call
Juan A. Rodriguez, 7791066. for more information.

The Reading Lab is
offering
mini -courses,
"Time Management" 3
p.m., and "Preparing and
Taking Exams’ 2 p.m.,
today in Education, room
235. For more information
contact Norma Spalding or
Danny
Sanidad
in
Education 235.
The Inter -Varsity
Christian Fellowship will
hold a chapter meeting 7 to
8:30 tonight in Education
100. Greg Reid will speak.
Call Jim Chandler, 2945638. for more information.

The Gay Student Union
is sponsoring a movie night
starting at 8 tonight in the
S.U. Guadalupe Room.

Career Planning and
Placement is sponsoring a
seminar, "Career Opportunities in Chemistry,"
today at 5:30 p.m. at the
University of Santa Clara
Benson Center. A series of
panels and speakers will be
featured. Cost is $2. For
registration, call Cheryl
Allmen before 3 p.m. at 2772816.

Students can learn
what companies are interviewing on campus and
how to locate summer jobs
in their fields at "Summer
Jobs: What and How in
’79!" sponsored by Career
Planning and Placement at
11 a.m. today in Business
Tower 50.

For more in:orrnation, call
277-2869.

information, call
Morasci at 277-3171.

Beta Alpha Psi will
meet 7 p.m. tomorrow at
Holiday Inn, Park Center
Plaza. Herb Kropp from
Kaiser Steel will speak on
"Certified Internal
Auditing." Call Jim Wolf,
289-1929, for more information.,

Campus Crusade for
Christ is sponsoring a
conference, Women
of
Influence," 9:30 a.m. to 3
p.m. Saturday at Stanford
University. (pst is $1 and
includes lunch. For more
information, contact Cheri
Everlove at 293-2766 or 2922829.

Friends of the San Jose
Public Library is sponsoring a book sale 9 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. tomorrow and
Saturday at the Main
Library, 180 W. San Carlos
St.

The Sociology Club is
sponsoring a barbecue at 11
a.m. to 2 p.m. tomorrow in
the Social Sciences quad at
Fourth and San Carlos
streets. Everyone is invited. Hamburgers are $1
and hot dogs are 75 cents.

SJSU Ad Club is
sponsoring Annual Ad
Careers Day 10 a.m. to 4
p.m. tomorrow at San Jose
Women’s Club. For more

Mary

Edenvale Neighborhood Center is sponsoring the 2nd Annual
Great Oak Park Fun Run, a
2.5 mile run for all ages,
starting at 10 a.m. Sunday
at Great Oak Park in south
San Jose off Monterey
Highway. Cost is 75 cents to
Call
Joan
register.
Larrabee, 578-2940, for
more information. Runners

may also register 9 to 9:30
a.m. on the day of the race.

Lectures in research
methodology will be held at
the SJSU library today.
The first lecture on Law
will be at 1:30 p.m. and
lecturer will be Luella
Hemmingway, librarian.
The second lecture on
Man’s Influence on the
Environment will be at 3:30
p.m. by librarian Susan
Rogers. Both lectures will
be held in the little staff
room, Library Central,
room 306. Sign-up sheets
are located at the General
Reference Desk, 2nd floor,
Library Central. Call
3393 for further
formation.

277-

in-

classifieds
announcements

PRO DJ (SJSU student) with own
equipment and records will spin
the disks at your small party.
SS/hr. 206-3219.
MEN! WOMEN!
JOBS
CRUISE FREIGHTERS
No experience. High Pay! See
Europe, Hawaii, Australia, So.
America. Career Summer! Send
$3.85 for Info. to SEAWORLD,
Box 61035, Sacto., CA 951160.
SIERRA Club meeting Tues. 7:30
pm Guadalupe Rm student
union. Outdoor and conservation
activities.
CIRCLE OF LIFE FELLOWSHIP
Classes in Psychic Develop
ment, Meditation, Aquarian
Gospel. Prosperity. 2914509.
COLOR IS THE FASHION FOR
SPRING! Let me determine
your most flattering as well as
give you a personalized style
description. These are YOUR
unique fashion building blocks
that you can use and adapt for
the rest of your life. I give you
about 70 colors out of a set of 500
together with your personal
style description in a portfolio.
By appt only. References.
Sliding scale of fees. Inquire
details colors Carol Lynne
Bowman, MA., 247-2504, 5:30,
700 p.m. most eves, IlamIpth
Saturdays. Alsp, Dress for
Success for the Business,
minded. You never have to
make a clothes mistake again.
DISCO EXPERIENCE: Mobile
Disco and Light Shows with
Peter B Tremendous sound
systems and lighting effects
available for all occasions Call
(408/ 267 3156.
GAY men and women SJSU Gay
Student Union meets Thurs. at $
p.m. in the Guadalupe Room of
the SJSU Student Union. We
provide an informal social
setting which is conclusive to
meeting people and learning
about the gay community. Be all
You can be , attend. For more
Information call 298-GAYS. Our
schedule for April and May is.
April 5th
Wine and Cheese
night; April 12th Easter break,
no meeting; April 19th Movie
night; April 26th , Creativity
night; May 3
Miniature
Golfing; May 10th
Dance;
May 17th Variety Show.
NEEDED SJSU Grad, student for
AS Council. Most be tenacious!
HEALTH
Food
Sandwiches,
Vegetable Burger, Creps,
Drinks. Margarets, 126 E. San
Salvador. 10-3
SPARTAN Gardens Recycling
Center is now open three days:
Wed., 10am-2pm; Fri., Ilant
2pm: Sat., 10ant4pm. Save your
recyciables: Aluminum, glass,
tin (delabled and flattened),
newspaper and cardboard.
We’re right across from Spartan
Stadium at 7th and Humbolt
streets. Do your part for the
Environment Come out and
support usl
BE A GOURMET -Cook with Easy
and Elegant, the SJSU
Associates cookbook. Contains
tried and tested recipes of
faculty wives. Only $5.00 at the
Spartan Bookstore Makes a
great gift for birthdays or
Mother’s Day.
BASEBALL CARDS WANTED.
Quick Caliti. Dr. Lapin, Bus
Tower 763, or call 8370191.
WANTED TO BUY Baseball cords,
all years and types, especially
Bowman, Goody, Post, Lea. Top
Prices paid Call Peter Field,
629 6939.
SKIERS UNITE! Ski Park City, Alta
and Snowbird over Easter
Vacation. Five fantastic days
and nights April 7 13. Only S1110.
transportation.
Includes
lodging, lifts and parties. Alta
and Snowbird included. Sign up
at table in Art Clued area and at
meeting on Thursday. March 1
in Engineering 132 at 7:30 p
Ski Heavenly and Kirkwood
March 3 4 too. g25/members and
$32/non members. Discover the
Ski Club sd ski the best powder
anywhere Joe Patterson. 766
2529, 295 6705

TRADE
Paint your house,
inside/outside (your paint) in
each/m(0 for 400 50 ft of
storage 3 years H and R
Painting. 731 S Third, No 1.5 J

automotive

la CHEVROLET NoVa-H-atchback..
AM/FM stereo cassette, new
steel belted radial tires, acy 3
spd., 20 mpg $2,695. Call Ma
6276.
’68 OLDS Convertible Delmont $e.
Runs well, needs body work.
6650. Call Dave at 737 9794.
’78 TOYOTA Corolla SR -5 I if tback.
spd.. AM/FM stereo, heater.
rear window defogger, coca
mats. Excellent Condition. Must
see to appreciate. $4,500. Call
296 7959 after 1:30p.m.
GOOD ’67 VW Bug selling for parts
or $400. 30,000 on rebuilt engine.
Call 292 3690
’73 CHEVROLET Monte Carlo, P/S,
P/15, A/C, AM/FM. Burns
regular gas, nice! $1,950 Tim
5780890,
_
’68 CADILLAC for safe. Red with
white vinyl top, exc. Interior.
AM/FM 11 track, all power.
Needs work. Call 416-9144 ask
for L.B.
’71 FORD Econoline van 200. 40,008
mi., 6-cyl. $2,200. Call 6294178
before 9 p.m.
’72 PLYMOUTH Satellite Sebring.
Excellent condition. 100,000
miles, $1,100. Call John, 279,6279
days.
’76 PONTIAC Firebird Espirit, 350V8, AT. PS, Air. AM/FM, 8
track stereo, power windows.
new Polser Discs, new radials.
Extra sharp. 54,700. Call 4891615
or 4711480
’72 FIAT 128 SL. Great body, needs
engine work. Good deal, 0625.
Call Sal. 2971873.
’71 FIAT. New paint/top looks. New
tires/breaks. Good cond. Must
sell. WIII sacrifice. Call 3744597.
_
70 MERC Marquis Wg. Mint. low
miles, all extras, $7,500. Call 2693117 eve.

for sale

DEAR STUDENT, FACULTY AND
STAFF: Your insurance needs:
FIRE.
HOME,
AUTO.
HEALTH. If you are not already
With State Farm, call for an
appointment at my off ice or
home and we’ll set up a time
convenient for you on campus.
at your home, or at my office.
Let’s get together and give you
better coverage for less money.
CALL: MORY STAR, 253 3277 or
4461649.
BOLEX Camera. larnrn non -reflex
Slow
camera.
movie
motion/fast motion, 3 lens,
pistol grip. 5175. Call 2316276.
STEREO for sale also records and
nd. to sell fast Best
tapes
Offer. Pis call 798 7231 (ask for
interested.
If
Mary)
HANDSOME SCULPTURE pedestal
In birch. 30303’. Supports
tarp., heavy scupltures. Fine
detailing. $270
Other sizes
available. Santa Clara Artists
Foundry. 2491947. 2892 B. Scott
Blvd., Santa Clara.
’78

KZ 650 custom. Exc. cond.
Kerker header, custom seat,
paint. Many Extras! Call 3746021.

DIRT BIKE, ’71 Yamaha DTI 250,
set up for off -road endure. Like
new. Pacifico Tank. PH. 2690590.
Kodak chemicals and
LOOK
supplies at. wholesale prices!
10041010 ea. Ektacolor 74 RC
S30.16, Poly RC $22.43; Poly SW
$17.92, Tri X, Plus X, Pan X,
30’s $1.70, 20’s 11.21, 100 ft.,
$11.04, VPS 36’5 52.72. 20’s $1.95,
120 pro plc Stag Gal fixer 51.48;
HC A $1.56, Dek to! $1.611,
Microdot $2.52. D i6 $1.60;
PICIVs$4.12.
’SO VW B1-J-S Good cone rebuilt
engine and trans Camper Call
14151 367 9669 after 6 pm
wknds
DESK and bookcase Lg redwood
desk, lots of room. 555 smaller
one, $35 Four bookcases, 535 ea
Call Al. 379 416?
DOUBLE bed. 525 Clean, firm. uood
condition C811294 9648 eves
PENTAX Spotinatic II cameras and
lenses. All exc cone Call Steve
at 926 6526

tASSOON, $525
8952

Call Tad at 294-

ENGLISH Viscount touring bike. 10
spd . hardly riden. New $275,
sale 5160 cash. Call 2461149
between 6 and 11 am, and alter
Id p.m.
SANSUI 9090 receiver, Cerwin Vega
H 15 speakers ADC 300 graphic
equilier Hitachi MT 460 turn
table .SHARP 3388 cass. deck.
Senheiser 414 headphones. All 1
Yr. old with warranties, boxr5,
etc. 01.300,2778043.
RECAPS $9.99. White wall 83 series
Life time guarantee. 83 series,
large. $12.99. Radial, 70 series,
recaps and mud and snow,
116.99. Exc. ued tires $6.00. THE
TIRE MARKET (Disount Tire
Warehouse) Dell and Sunnyoaks
Ave., Campbell. CW07170690.
SAN JOSk Swim and Racquet Club
family Membership. $500 value,
best offer. Call 269 3117 eves.
DO YOU need a couple of units? If
writing is your thing, we need
You at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
publication
the Spartan
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through an IS 180
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision. We
want people who’re serious
about the writing craft
and
flexible enough to try a new
style or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 277 3235 or 2072032
for more Information.
RTG’GTIME, gfull time 10 Key
Operators for tax season. In.
terviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnlsota 294,

NEED a Female English Tutor for a
female student Near Almaden
and Emporium store. Call 279
2024, ask for Abdul.

FORTRAN I need help with Cyb. 5
programming.
Expertise
please. Pay negotiable. Call eve.
2271361

FEMALE roommate to share a
room at Valley West Apts. 5105 a
month. Reliable person. Tennis
crtS., pool. Call 2921771.

positions:
SEEK
following
manager, cook, husperson, front
host/hostess. Salary negotiable
Call 286 4120 for interview
HOUSE OF GENGI.

A SIMPLE LITTLE -BUSINESS:
Operate wholesale distribution
cu. from own home or area of
lice. 5 unique diversified lines.
Immediate cash flow, 205502g.

1 BDRM. apt. on S. 8th St. Clean.
$165 rent, $200 deposit. Call Clay
at 7321940 ext. 241 or 294 7332.

Tickets.
TELEPHONE SALES:
Work from our Los Gatti Office,
69 p.m. Mon Fri. Sat., 91.
53.5056.00 per/hr. Call 3002440.

ADVERTISING:
Part time.
Excellent pay, exper, for ad
Majors
Local media. Call
collect: 14151 8151781.

EXTRA
INCOME!
EASY
0500/S1,000 stuffing envelopes
Guaranteed.
Send
self
addressed, stamped envelope
to: DEXTER ENTERPRISES,
3039 Shrine Pt. L.A., CA 90007.

SUMMER
INTERNSHIP
PROGRAM. Learn business
techniques. If you qualify, we’ll
train you for a rewarding
summer in sales. Call Kevin E.
Sullivan at 140111 246 1991 for an
appointment. New England
Life, Of Course! Equal Op
Portunity Employer. M/F,

Women’s
SALESPERSON:
Designer Boutique. Morn.,
fulVpart titre. Resp., well
groomed individual. Retail
exper. pref.. Contact Pam at 244.
7025 for an interview.
POSITION as a radio telephone
operator. Minimum 20 hrs/wk.
Position involves receiving,
requests
and
recording
dispatching emergency road
service vehicles. Must have
good telephone manners and
willing to work nights, weekenos
and holidays. Interested parties
contact Mrs. Hartsell, CA State
Auto Ann.. 80 Saratoga Ave.,
Santa Clara, CA. 9819300. Equal
Opportunity Employer,
LOVE BOATS want you. Exciting
careers or summer lobs,
waldwide travel. Far details
rush St to Cruiseiships In.
ternational, Box 530188, Miami
Shores, FLA 33153.
HIGH Sierra youth camp needs
sailing
instructors
(July
AuguStl. Call (213) 022 0131
collect.

help wanted

DO YOU need a couple of units? If
writing Is your thing, we need
you at the Alumni Association
for PR writing and for our
the Spartan
publication
Quarterly. You can receive one
to three units through an IS 180
class, and work with concerned
professional supervision. We
want people who’re serious
about the writing craft .. and
flexible enough to try a new
style or two. contact Carol
Schreiber at 2771235 or 2871532
for more information.
PART.TIME, Full-time 10 Key
operators for tax season, Interviewing now Tax Corporation
of America 1060 Minnisota 294
3613.3941134.
Wanted
ADDRESSERS
Immediately! Work at home
no experience necessary
excellent pay. Write American
Service, 8350 Park Lane, Suite
127, Dallas, TX 75231.
NURSING - Flexible Hours/Good
Pay. Aides/Ord., S5.00/hr.;
LVN’S, $6.50/hr.; RN’s, til/tir.
Some Experience Required.
Call 287 1749 for Appt.
JOBS IN ALASKA: Summer lobs.
High paying; 8e00-52,000 Pr 1
o at’l Parks, Fisheries, Logging,
and more. How and where to get
lobs: Send 52 to Alasco, P.O.
Box 2400, Goleta, gca 93018.
BE A YOGI...BEARI
AMUSEMENT PARK FUN!
operators,
Ride
costume
characters, food services,
merchandise sales, main
tenance. Immediate parttime
openings, full time summer.
Apply NOW .
in person.
FRONTIER
VILLAGE
AMUSEMENT PARK.
$3.50/PER HOUR. Misc, easy work
near SJSU (you can study while
you work) Hours to fit your
schedule Also typing and office
work part time near campus,
same pay. Call Don, 998 0149, 5
to 6 p.m. only.
LIVE IN BABYSITTER. Light
housekeeping. Room, board and
small weekly salary. Call 267
6028
MISCELLANEOUS easy work near
SJSU (you can study while you
Work), $350 per hours Hours to
fit your schedule Also typing
and office work part time near
campus Same pay Call Don,
998 0149, 5 to 6 0 m, only
WAREHOUSEMAN Driver
$4.00
per hr, work 1pm to Spm, three
’olive days/wk toll, your school
schedule. Good driving record
required. Phone Mrs Emm, 798
1900 Year round opportunity

River
SPRING/Summer lob:
rafting guides. ResponSible
persons. Male or female. No
experience necessary. Call Gary
at 294 1618 after 6 p.m.
PERSONS to make continuous Pt
time restaurant reports for Nat’l
firm.
Research
Market
required.
References
Proficiency Specialists. Box
20244, San Diego, CA 92120.
_
WANTED: part time ’female helper
$3.50/ht, 714 hrs/wk, flexible
Must have car. Begin June 1
Call Fran at 269,1996.
COMPANIONS
SLEEP IN OR OUT
Assist the elderly in their own
homes. Choose your own hours.
No fees. Call us now! Quality
Care 2447042.
PROCESS
SERVER.
Highest
payfing in Santa Clara Co. You
must be a citizen, over 18, and
have reliable transportation.
Work is not dangerous, but not
for the fainthearted. Apply at
210 S. First St., Ila.m. to noon,
or call 297-4664 for appointment.
PART
TIME
STUDENT
COMPUTER
PROGRAM
MERS, The Office of In
formation Systems and Corn
outer Services at SJSU Is
seeking currently enrolled SJSU
students for computer
programming assignments for
the University. The qualified
candidates must be proficient
and have demonstrated ability
in either COBOL or FORTRAN,
or both. Experience In the local
batch (i.e., the CDC 31501 is
desirable. Motivation, quality
products with minimal super
vision and timely completion of
the assignedprojects in a
professional manner, complete
the job requirement. We offer
salary,
excellent
hourly
challenging projects ideal for
and
the
career enhancement
opportunity to work with
computer
competent
professionals. Except for the
required interface with your
supervisor, you are not required
to come to the office. For further
information. call Dean Hall at
2773280, or send your ari
plication as soon as possible to
Engineering 144, the Office of
Information Systems and
Computer Services, San Jose
University, San Jose, (6 95192
_
PART TIME cook needed on
weekends. Call 3283531,
ADMINISTRATIVE MANAGER
TRAINEE. Entrance to career
management position while
hending school. Work 4 to
ups per week after classes. 310
hrs, each day. $4.00 hr. Light
office
ookkeeping, misc
hes, light typing. customer
slit/ince, etc Mrs Emir, 299
WOO f or wile. view

EULIPIA CREPE CAFE Is hiring
energetic waitresses and bar.
tenders Call 293 68111, 374 S. 1st.
St., San Jose.
FEMALE bassist wanted for
recording. Call Chris at 9980530.
CHI LOCAREThskping/cooking, M.
F, days. Approx. 45 hrs. wk. 2
boys. 8 and 2 yrs. Own tran
sportation. 1 or 2 extra evenings,
flexible Call Judy at 379 2387
evenings only.
ADMINISTRATIVE ASSISTANT
for the A.S. Leisure Services.
$2.95/hr., flexible schedule.
Hiring now and for next fall.
Contact John Cagnetta, 277 2971.

CLEAN, quiet I brim lure apt.
near SJSU. $200 plus deposit, all
util. pd. For non-smoker. 288
8356.
TAKING applications for Summer
School Students. Sand 3 berm..
all turn, apts. Phone: 287 7590
for appt. between 10 a.m.
5
p.m. Mon. thru Fri. Managers
Elmer and Helen.
LADY only rent room. Kit. priv.,
pool, tennis, golf shop nr. by. No
smoking. Nr. IBM. 095 Call 224411.
RESPONSIBLE M/F to share 2 br.,
1 1/2 ba, apt. close to SJSU.
Across from Engr. Dept. $85
plus 1/3 utilities. Available May
1. Call 21111-117511,

1

BLOCK from campus. Studio
w/character. $175, 0111. incl.
Refs. Call 2443100.

ROOMMATE: P
gal with neat
habits to share home. S125/mo.
Call John at 5784732 or 6394100
ext. KS.

lost and found

MOVIE: "Huge Wednesday." 365
beautiful surf girls wanted. 13 ft.
competition and waves. Contact
Rich Kraynick Productions,

ON -CAMPUS JOB OPPORTUNI
TIES FOR FALL SEMESTER.
Applications are now being
taken. Fifteen to 20 hours per
week. Hourly wage tom $2.95 to
$4.17. Postion opening for
SCALE
staff
coordintors,
responsible for recruiting, in
terviwing, screening, and
Placing interns. Coordinators
are needed in the following
eras:
ARTS
AD
MINISTRATION;
COUN
SELING)
EDUCATION:
FRIENDS AND NEIGHBORS
(Board and Care); CRIMINAL
JUSTICE/PRELAW)
RECREATION: MULTICULTURAL
EXPERIENCES; and PUBLIC
RELATIONS (this person only
handles public relations for
SCALE).
If you are In need of a flexible job
that fits into your school routine,
then we have a position for you.
Contact SCALE, a student vol
unteer clearing house that
provides units of credit through
SJSU academic departmens for
volunteer/internship placeme
nts in the community. SAL is
located in the office of Student
Programs and Services. Call
277 2187,.

housing
MOTHER OLSON’S
Two Houses across St from
campus, kitchen, facilities, linen
and maid/serv., T.V. parking
everything furnished, 130 per
wk. share, 550 wk single, 122 N.
8th st. 2791504.
SAN JOSE
RESIDENCE CLUB
Great guys and gals, kitchen
facilities, game room. color TV
linen and maid serv, fireplace,
courtyard, psrking, $32 per wk.
share. $55 single. 2025, 11th St.
call first 293 7374,
HOUSE FURNISHED. Avail. June
I. Close to campus. Security,
private yard w/I3BO, </area.,
cable TV, W/D. Prefer a couple
to housesit my home on a per
rnanent basis, and Make my
payment of $275/rno plus your
utilities. Please send short
application/resume to "owner,"
c/o George Stump, 1058 N. 4th,
St.. No. 1, San Jose, CA 95112
HOUSE. Furn. 4 bdrm., 2 1/2 ha, 2
car garage 5 minutes to SJSU.
MOO Mo. References req. Cali
2580070
FEMALE roommate needed to
share rent in large 3 bdrm.
house Own room. Fireplace,
fruit trees. greenhouse.
chickens Clean. walk to school
9100 Cal;
0644

ELECTRONICS Engineer needs
good looking female close
friend, Romantic and un
derstanding. Likes indoor
games, visiting places and
more. Please write 3528 Agate
Dr. No. IL Santa Clara, CA 95051,
or 0811244 2435.
SIZZLE Lips: Thank you for being
you. I love you’ll Sweet Knees.
MIKE LOPES
LET’S GO WINDJAMMING
CALL LUCKY
WOULD like to telephone in
terview persons attending any
schools In Micronesia. Please
call Chris at 279 3340 after 5:30
p.m.

4 BDRM. house, unfurn. 79 S. 7th.
5500.1 bdrm, unfurn. apt.. 295 E.
San Fernando, $190. Both west of
campus. Call 2971674 or 225
9367.

BABYSITTER/secretary needed to
travel. $100/w plus rooms. Call
243,5887 or 249,1143.

RECEPTIONIST: Pt -time M/W/F
mornings. Near San Jose Air
port. Call Linda at 279 2800.

TO THE blue eyed Mid East student
with the mustache You look at
me, sit near me, talk about me,
but NEVER talk to me How
about introducing yourself and
becoming my friend? You’re
hard to ignore! Why do you
embarrass and shame me? I’m
very shy! I’m Magee. Curiyha ir,
Gold eyes. All friends, please
Inform him!

LOST: Silver bracelet with oval
Ivory stone. Approx. 3/1. Please
...sentimental. Pah(998-4490.
LOST: GENEROUS REWARD FOR
PAPERS IN TAN ZIPPER
FOLDER, NO QUESTIONS
CALL 277-20900r 286 5928.
STOLEN from Men’s lockers, 9:15
Wed., March 28: Gold wedding
ring, handmade. I will buy it.
Vali 3540193,
LOST: Prescription glasses Wed.,
4/4 on grass by D.M.H. If found
call 736 1425. REWARD.

personals

LOOKING for female to live with a
nice, handicapped man. He likes
music and writing. Lives near
campus. 298-2308
KIM. Birthday kisses to my honey
buns "SMACK." Love, Mouser.
HE’S hit the big lime! I I Have a
great 2086 birthday Don. Your
Young buddy, Nicki.
HAPPY Birthday Dear Alaba, Love
Wale.
BUCKWHEAT, you can’t begin te
imagine how much I care for
you, Love phony, "P1000."
ARE you graduating? What a better
time to have a beautiful color
portrait created by John! Call
John 61 2697937.
JOCELYN-, Happy 18th birthday to
my best friend. You’re always
there in a time of need (hope I
am too). Looking forward to
seeing John and Erick in L.A.
LOVE, Renee.
TO

services
TYPING --ACCURACY,
NEATNESS, and DEADLINES
GUARANTEED. Experienced
in Masters. Reports. Disser
tat ions. Approved by San Jose
State University Graduate
Department. IBM Sel, II. South
San Jose/Blossom Valley Area.
Janet, 2271525.
LOOKING
for
a
Wedding
Photographer? images by John
are expressions of love that are
soft, elegant and understood by
everyone! For the livyst wed
ding photography, call John at
269 7937,
TYPOGRAPHICS. INC.
Writing and editing resumes.
Medical/Legal typing and trans.
Publications/Brochures
Term papers
10 percent discount to students with
student ID cards. For appointment.
call 297 9954.
PROF. Exp. typist. Fast, accurate,
reasonable. IBM Selectric
25/8058.
LEMKE’S Typing Service. Student
Rates 29/4720.
TYPING: Thesis, term papers, etc.
Experienced and fast. Phone
269-8674.
LICENSED CHILD CARE! Near
school, loving care, hot meals
and extras. Please call 292 8515.
EXPERT typing and proofreading
Of term papers etc. Fast service,
SI/pg. Sheila. 2799179,
ARE you an "A" student? Speed
read, memorize, organize notes.
pass any exam. Everything a
student must knew on top grade
cassette. $9.90. Hypnokinetics,
P.O. Box 3366, Walnut Creek, CA
94958.
NORTH VALLEY SECRETARIAL
SERVICES. Typing: $1/double
spaced page. $2/single spaced
Page. Resumes: $3/page incl
editing. Tapes: 510 per 00 mmn.
trans. plus $1/dbi, space page.
Kitty CARTER, 263 4525. All
work proofread. IBM Sel II
-

ELECTROLYSIS Clinic Unwanted
hair removed forever CON
FIDENTIAL, 247 7486
TYPING - Fast. Accurate and
reasonable too IBM Selectric
Give me a try, I’m in West San
Jose. Call Patty at 984 1642
TYPING give you a headache? Call
Sandi Neat and professional.
reasonable rates Resumes, etc
265 2747
STUDENT DENTAL PLAN.
ENROLL NOW!!! For 11,10, 00
to A.S Office or call 371 6811
533.50 per year Lovers exams, X
rays, cleanings at no charge
(twice a year), plus low cost on
other dental needs. Orthodontics
plan also included.
EXPERT TYPING. 20 years
experience. 115M Correcting
Selectric. Term papers. thesis,
reports, manuscripts. etc. On
Graduate Typing List). Blossom
Hill Area. Call Kathie, 578 1216.
9a.m. to 9 p.m.
CUT Study Time in Half. Raise
G.P.A. by 1. Free introduction to
right Brain Learning as taught
at Oxford and Sukkex Univer
sales. For reservation, call 249
5700 -- Learning Methods Group
PROFESSIONAL Band Available
for weddings, parties, etc. Vert
low prices. All styles. Call 766
329$.
STATISTICAL DESIGN
AND
ANALYSIS. Need help with your
Thesis or dissertation data? Help
is available an all levels from
consultation through data
analysis. Especially well suited
to education and social science
Excellent references available
Call 2924429 or 475 4299.
LONDON COLOR PHOTOGRAPHY
WORKSHOP July 716, College
credit available,
Details
Dorothy
Mayers,
PHOTOGRAPHY SEMINARS
INT’I., Box 7043. Berkeley, CA
94707. (415) 525 5454.

stereo

AUDIO ENTERPRISES is Your
consumer electronics buying
service for stereo components,
compacts, portables and ac
cessories for your car,home,
stage or studio use. We also have
TVs. VTRs, videoscreens and
games. All at 5 to 50 percent
DISCOUNTS! Who else can
offer you: over 280 brands
Virtually every model on the
market? Factory sealed cartons
w/full warranty plus an optional
5 yr. warranty for parts AND
labor? All accessories AT cost
w/purchase of any system?
FREE advice, delivery, testing
and set up? Super low sale
prices ALL the time? 5 free LP’s
With each purchase? Complete
price quotes wino extra charges
right over the phone? No hype.
No BS, individualized one to one
service?
AUDIO
EN
TERPRISES has it all! The
Widest selection of the highest
fidelity at the lowest prices. Can
255 5550 M thru F after 2 pm .
any time weekends ASK for
KEN.
REEL to reel Akai 05 2300 auto
reverse Warranty. 10 tape<
8350/beSt Offer Call Steve 81 293
2775 or 279 9369

Hoare, Hall’s Honey Bunnies:
Becky, Leslie, and Lisa, HOOPY
Birthday, 201

BOOKWORM: Have a very hater/ 4/0
Easter and be good for me. Oko? in
I’ll mills you and love you
fof’evorl Love, your Susie
_
WANTED for Kevin: A good looking
Surfer girl to replace the one he
lost. Contact the man with the
SURF CAL license Plates.
3 tines
4 Imes
FOR SALE: Big Belt. Hat and Vest,
5 Imes
Pet Chameleon and crown shirt
6 lines
Call 277 8163, ask for Tiny.
KIM LOPES: I’m DROIDFFULLY
SORRY that I missed your "B"
Day! C.U. at VV. 82132

J-EANNE, Happy Birtlxlayi Hope
your 21st is the best ever. Love.
Karen,
JENNEL: Happy 20M birthday tea
lovely girl I hope we get %know
each other better I’ll ahvays
remember the whip cream

all

INC

RATES-One
day
$190
200
2 50
300

r,ye
days
200
250
3 00
3 50

Three
days
229
275
3 25
3 75

Foul
days
240
290
3 40
330

50

50

50

Flee
days
250
.300
3 50
4 00

Each Irlddronal line mid
50

Minimum Three Imes One Day
Sedyester rare oralhssurs) $ 29 00
l’eeck a Cleflthrefopn
Announcements
Automotive
For Sele

Help Wormed
Lost and Found
Peritonitis

Services
travel
Stereo

Each
add,
nuns,
day
35
35
35
39

r-
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HEY, WAIT A MINUTE BOYS,
...HERE’S THE LATEST
TASTE FORECAST

",1-

PPIPP1111.111"-’
-

WHY PO YOU THINK

THEY CALL ’EM
TASTE BUDS, ANYWAY?

WATCH THE TASTEBUDS

( IN ACTUAL COMMERCIALS)

ON "SATURDAY NIGHT LIVE!"

RING OF BEERS*
ANHEUSEN BUSCH. INC

ST LOUIS

